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Getting Started
Review the case you’ve agreed to accept.
✓ Accept the case in CAMS on your Case Management Dashboard. (Note,
there are no new cases on the case acceptance dashboard image below.
When a new case needs acceptance, an “approve/reject” button is present
along with the case name and date referred.)

✓ Review the file documents in EMDS and talk with your Coordinator about
potential coaching opportunities with available Advocates.
✓ Identify missing information. Case Plan, Court Petition/Orders, Social History.
All of these are vital pieces of information when starting a case.
✓ The Coach should read the case file prior to scheduling time with the
Advocate that may take the assignment in order to facilitate the process with
the Advocate.
Review information the coordinator has supplied regarding the demographics of
the Advocate.
Schedule a time and place to meet with the Advocate to discuss the case. When
scheduling, if possible, have the Advocate bring along their computer or
electronic device such as a tablet.

Beginning the Coach-Advocate Relationship
A good working relationship with an Advocate begins during the first contact. In the
process of assigning the actual case to the Advocate there is an opportunity to develop
an understanding of roles, how the Coach will provide support, and detailed instructions
and explanations for how and why to do certain things in order to assist the Advocate to
feel comfortable and become more and more independent in his/her role.
Every Advocate's confidence level, transfer of learning from training sessions, and skill
level is different. For example, some Advocates are apprehensive and need to be
empowered. Help the Advocate learn to listen and ask questions. Others may be overly
ambitious and may need help to go more slowly and carefully.
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Initial Meeting Key Points Overview
✓ Explain your role and your expectations for the Advocate.
✓ Discuss Advocate’s motivation, commitment, and expectations. Address any
unrealistic expectations or refer them to the Coordinator for further discussion.
✓ Discuss parameters regarding your availability for returning emails and phone calls.
✓ Outline the frequency and type of communication that best meets the Advocate’s
needs and your schedule.
✓ Share any team networking gatherings you participate in or lead for your Advocate team.
✓ Share your experiences as an Advocate.
✓ Determine from Coordinator the training schedule for Advocate's five First Year
Trainings and discuss your involvement, if any, at those trainings.
Note: Coaches are expected to participate in those trainings with their Advocates if
they have not already completed the sessions. Participating a second time alongside
your Advocate has been found to be helpful by seasoned Coaches to review
materials and be prepared to reinforce important concepts.
o Share with Advocates that the Investigating and Gathering Information
Training will provide many more details and suggestions for information to
gather on their case.
The best practice for participating in these first-year Advocate trainings are as follows:
Topic
Investigating
and Gathering
Information
Trauma and
Resiliency
Report Writing
Monitoring a
Case

Training Month
1st month following case
assignment

Purpose
• To provide guidance on initial
investigation following case assignment.

2nd month OR 3rd month if
early scheduled court hearing
& report writing is needed first.
3rd month OR 2nd month if
court hearing is in month 3
4th month following case
assignment

•

•
•

•

•
Educational
Advocacy
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5th month following case
assignment

•

To provide the necessary knowledge
and rationale for being trauma informed
& tracking data.
To prepare for writing first court report
prior to first court hearing.
To provide assistance in types of
information to monitor and provide
additional guidance on assessing
protective factors.
This should always be delivered after
Trauma and Resiliency as this builds
upon trauma content.
This should occur sooner in the life of
the case to support advocacy efforts.
To provide support on advocacy efforts
as soon as possible in the school year to
maximize advocate effectiveness.
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Assigning the Case
✓ Help the Advocate access the case in EMDS and CAMS.
✓ Discuss the case information with the Advocate and address limitations of written
information, e.g. sometimes there is more negative information in the reports
than positive. The child's response to a consistent, caring person may influence
future information gathered. Advocates can be overwhelmed by the information
and the Coach can help balance the picture.
✓ Help the Advocate complete their Advocate Case Action Plan. Document
provided in the Advocate Forms and Resources section of this Guide.
✓ Use the Investigating and Gathering Information Training material pages 4-22 to
help guide your conversation and reinforce the Advocate’s first steps.
o It is likely that they have not had the opportunity to participate in that
specific training by this stage. It is not expected that you will share this
training with the Advocate, but it can be a useful tool for you in your
coaching role during case assignment and during your monthly contacts.
✓ Ask the Advocate to share concerns or areas where they need clarification and
ask the Advocate what they feel are the next steps.
✓ Provide Consent and Release Forms to Advocate and explain purpose
Documents provided in the Forms and Resources section of this Guide.
✓ You and the Advocate sign the Notice of Acceptance and Confidentiality
Agreement. Return this to the Coordinator who will upload the document to
CAMS. Document provided in the Forms and Resources section of this Guide.
✓ Identify case-related specific issues that the Advocate needs additional training
on to help them advocate effectively for the child.
✓ Ask the Advocate to note important dates in their personal calendars.
✓ Document important dates for the case and your coaching tasks in your preferred
choice of calendaring - paper calendar, Google calendar app, etc.
✓ Document your time spent coaching with the Advocate in CAMS.
✓ If the Coordinator was not present during case assignment, communicate
outcomes of the meeting and any issues you immediately identify that
necessitate Coordinator involvement or direction.

Identify the Interested Parties for the case.
✓ Help the Advocate identify the interested parties (parents, attorneys, caregivers,
DHS worker, etc.) in CAMS. If needed, help locate contact information of various
parties for the Advocate in the case file or on the internet. Remind the Advocate
to provide additional interested party information to the Coordinator so it can be
entered in CAMS.
✓ Share that the interested parties will receive notification of the CASA
Appointment and of the Advocate’s Acceptance.
✓ If one of the interested parties to the case is not aware of the CASA Program
and/or Advocate responsibilities, we have resources that can be provided to
Coach’s Quick Guide
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✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

assist them in understanding the CASA role. See Investigating and Gathering
Information Toolkit. Investigating Resource 7-CASA and You or Investigating
Resource 8 - CASA and Foster Parents.
Remind Advocates that generally those involved in child welfare cases have heavy
caseloads; it may not be reasonable to expect all to be quickly responsive to the Advocate.
Discuss your own experience with legal parties and any success you've had with
introducing yourself or working with legal parties.
Discuss the best way for the Advocate to communicate with DHS and service
providers on the case.
The Coach can support the Advocate in the first meeting with the DHS
Caseworker to discuss the case. The following information should be
clarified/obtained from the Social Worker: best way to communicate with one
another; child's current placement; address of placement and contact person;
FSRP provider; DHS Caseworker's case plans for the child.
See section Coach’s Quick Guide: Meeting the DHS Caseworker for more
detailed information related to that first contact with DHS.

Support Advocates in meeting the children.
✓ Remember how uncertain it can feel to meet the child for the first time. Share
your experiences and successes with your Advocate.
✓ Remind Advocates that they are required to have face to face contact with each
child assigned at a minimum of once a month.
✓ Remind Advocates that the initial meetings should be short and informal.
✓ The Advocate can share the Investigating Resource 9 - A Kid's Guide to CASA.
✓ Advocates should avoid questions regarding the initial abuse investigation.
✓ Prepare the Advocate to meet the child by directing the Advocate to make
arrangements for a meeting with the child's placement/caretaker.
✓ When the Advocate contacts the caretaker to schedule an appointment, it is good
to discuss the child and review the placement rules and understand how to
schedule visits.
✓ Remind the Advocate that you are there to support them and offer suggestions
for building the Advocate-child relationship.
✓ Ask the Advocate to share with you their plan for the initial meeting with the child.
✓ Remind the Advocate of the available resources.
✓ See section Coach’s Quick Guide: Meeting the children for more detailed
information related to that first contact with the children.

Support Advocates in meeting the parents.
✓ Remind Advocates that they should have contact with the parents monthly. The
purpose is that the program is responsible for making recommendations about
the permanency goal, which typically is return to home. It is difficult to
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✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

demonstrate validity to the Advocate’s recommendation on that, if they did not
gather full scope of information about their position on reunification.
On occasion, that contact may not be able to be completed in person, but to have
full objective information, in person contact provides richer information for the
Judge.
Help Advocates know what they might expect when meeting the parents.
Share that if the parent is unclear of the CASA role, the Advocate can share the
Investigating Resource 6 - CASA Program Parental Information Sheet.
Remind Advocates how to keep their visits case-focused by asking question
about the Case Plan Domains. Optional assistance found in the Forms and
Resources part of this Guide.
Help the Advocate determine where they could meet the parents if there are
potential safety issues in visiting the home.

Support Advocates in other duties and expectations.
✓ Monthly Updates: share the expectation of the Advocate about completion of
this update in CAMS.
o The Monthly Update is due by the 5th of each month.
o Inform Advocates that near the end of the month, you may send reminders
about visiting the child that month if the Advocate hasn’t done so already.
✓ Child Assessments: remind Advocates they will need to complete a Child
Assessment in CAMS on each child on their case within the first 60 days of case
assignment.
o The Child Assessment screens can be accessed on the Child’s face sheet
under the Child Assessment tab.
o Ask your Coordinator to provide the Child Assessments Guide to the
Advocate if they have not already received it.
o Share with the Advocate that their first-year trauma training will discuss some
of the rationale for assessing trauma and resiliency factors in the case.

Support Advocates in report writing and editing.
✓ Share your experiences with writing your first court report.
✓ Remind Advocates their court report is due to you 14 to 21 days in advance of
the hearing date for timely editing of report. Set a specific date with the Advocate
as to when the report is due to you.
✓ Share any additional initial expectations regarding your schedule and the first
court report.
✓ Be supportive of the Advocate by sharing that they may need additional help
getting started and ensure you have availability during their initial report writing
period.
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✓ Remind the Advocate that Report Writing is one of their required first-year
trainings and is most beneficial to participate in this prior to writing their first
report.
✓ Ensure the Advocate knows how to access the report function in CAMS. If not,
ask the Coordinator to send the CAMS court report instructions to the Advocate.
✓ Share with the Advocate your role regarding the editing process:
o Reviewing the report for congruency such as the narrative assessment
section supports the strengths and concerns sections; the strengths and
concerns sections support the recommendation section.
o Editing the report for structural requirements.
o Reviewing case specific advocacy efforts and suggestions for additional
contacts.
✓ See section Coach’s Quick Guide: Editing CASA Court Reports for more
detailed information related to this coach task.

Support Advocates by monitoring efforts monthly.
✓ Share the required first-year training Monitoring a Case will discuss many of the
concepts important for effective ongoing advocacy efforts.
✓ Encourage participation early in the life of the case to assist you in your coaching
duties for monitoring their efforts.
✓ Encourage good self-care practices for the Advocate to help maintain their
objectivity to the case and healthy self-care skills.
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Instructions on Completion of Consent and Release Forms
✓ Remind Advocates that the Order Appointing CASA allows an Advocate to
access any piece of information about the child without parental consent.
✓ When the Advocate needs information about a parent or any other person
involved in the case, who is not specifically listed on the court order appointing
CASA, the Advocate will need to use the Consent to Obtain Information form with
the individual.
✓ There are two consent forms.
✓ The Consent for Health-Related Information needs to be used when seeking
to obtain any information coming from any medical professional.
o The first page of the form is completed by the Advocate in relation to the
exact information being requested.
o Special permission is required when giving consent to release information
related to mental health, substance abuse or HIV/AIDS. This special
authorization is found on page 2 of the consent form.
o The person giving consent must mark the type of information authorized
and give their initials as consent.
o The client or client’s parent or guardian will then sign, date, print their
name and provide their relationship to the client.
o The form must have a witness signature, but the witness can be any
person who observes the client signing the form, including the Advocate.
✓ The second consent form is a generalized Consent for Non-Health Related
Information. This should be completed when seeking to obtain information about
a parent or other individual that is not health-related, such as employment or
probation information.
o The Advocate will complete most of the form
o The client or parent or guardian of the client will sign, giving their consent.
✓ Both consent forms are found at the back of this Guide in the Forms and
Resources section of this Guide and on the ICAB website.
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Following Case Assignment
✓ Ask the Advocate how he/she felt about reading the record and the facts of the
case. This is important for several reasons:
o It gives the Coach an idea of how this case may affect the Advocate
emotionally and what the Advocate may need from you as a Coach as you
proceed. He/she may be very strong and handle the facts well, or it may
have an obvious effect on him/her (even though you discussed those
possibilities before reading the case file).
o Awareness of the emotional impact on the Advocate may help the Coach
consider how the Advocate may react to and prepare for future situations.
o It gives the Coach an opportunity to empathize with and validate the
Advocate and his/her feelings.
o It provides an opportunity to address any misconceptions, biases or
premature judgments the Advocate expresses about the child or the
family.
o It provides the Coach with initial insight into the Advocate's assessment
skills.
✓ In the next 90 days the Coach and the Advocate will delineate the action items
for the case and communicate clear but reasonable timelines for completion of
these next steps action items for monthly fact-finding and in person contacts.
✓ Be clear about who will contact whom next and when, in order to discuss
progress made on action items.
✓ Be clear on the Chain of Command regarding communication between the
Advocate – Coach - Coordinator.
✓ During the first 90 days, the focus for the Advocates should be on getting to know
the child and meeting other important interested parties.
✓ Arrange to contact the Advocate after each visit for the next few months or so, to
see how the visit went. This will both establish a bond between you and the
Advocate and give you a great deal of information about how the Advocate
operates.
✓ Many of our seasoned Coaches recommend that for a newly trained and
assigned Advocate it is most helpful to maintain regular weekly contact via email
or phone with them to answer questions and share support for their new role.
✓ Inform the Coordinator of any new issues or concerns identified after the case
assignment.
✓ Document your coaching efforts in CAMS as an Administrative Note under the
Volunteer Management button.
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Advocates Meeting the DHS Caseworker
✓ The first meeting with the Caseworker should occur early in the case.
o The purpose is to lay the foundation for a good working relationship
between the Advocate and the Caseworker.
o Ideally the case file has already been read. If an in-person meeting cannot
be scheduled, instruct the Advocate to continue communicating with the
DHS Caseworker via detailed voicemail messages and/or email.
✓ Remind Advocates that communication should be objective, and fact-based as all
written communication could be used as evidentiary exhibits. The Advocate
should find out from the Caseworker their preferred means of communication:
phone, email or text (or other).
✓ It is important for the Coach to remain professional and positive when talking
about the Caseworker's caseload and hectic schedule, to help ease some of the
Advocate's frustrations and facilitate a belter working relationship with the
Caseworker. Encourage "positive persistence."
✓ If the Coach is requested to take the lead when first meeting with the DHS
Caseworker, it will give the Advocate an opportunity to observe appropriate
introduction, and an explanation of CASA's role, for future use in other situations.
This could be particularly beneficial for new Advocates.
o Discuss who will take the lead so there is no confusion about her/his role in
the future. "I will take the lead on this, but you will take the lead after this."

Before the Meeting:
✓ As with any phase of a case it is important to explain the context of the meeting.
Specifically explain in detail what has happened prior to this meeting. Explain
your perception of the case history.
✓ Discuss any questions and goals to be accomplished for gathering information
from the Caseworker. The more you prepare your Advocate for the meeting, the
more likely she/he will actively participate in the meeting because she/he will
know what needs to be accomplished. Some common objectives might include:
o To have the Caseworker see you as an ally/team member.
o To obtain specific information on the current status of the case.
o To obtain the Caseworker's contact information and best times and ways
to make contact.
o To obtain contact information for other professionals on the case if unknown.
o Obtain any future dates for staffings or FTDM already scheduled.
o To provide the best contact information for the Advocate and best way and
times to make contact.
✓ Remind the Advocate that all Caseworkers are different and have different
experiences working with CASA Advocates.
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✓ If you have worked with the Caseworker in the past, provide the Advocate with
the most effective ways to interact with the worker. Use positive language.

During the Meeting (if asked to participate):
✓ Model a professional, positive, enthusiastic attitude about the case and about
working with the Caseworker.
✓ In the presence of the Advocate explain to a new Caseworker that the Coach and
Advocate work together but the ADVOCATE is the one that has been appointed
by the Judge as the CASA. The Advocate is the primary contact person on
the case; she/he will be making the majority of the visits and phone calls
and is responsible for preparing court reports and maintaining contact with
parties on the case.
✓ This explains the Advocate's role to the Caseworker and also reinforces these
responsibilities to the Advocate.
✓ Provide the Caseworker with your contact information and have the Advocate give
the Worker her/his contact information.
✓ Inform the Caseworker of any planned visits and if appropriate invite her/him to go
along. This will set the tone for a positive working relationship with the Caseworker.
✓ Gather any important information about the case.
✓ Ask the Caseworker for the dates of upcoming meetings or hearings.
✓ Verify the child's current placement and obtain the caregiver's contact information.
✓ Verify the parent's and relatives' current information.
✓ Inquire about the parents' compliance with the service plan.
✓ Determine what the current case issues may be e.g. missing or incarcerated
parents, and obstacles to permanency or services.

After the Meeting:
✓ Debrief with the Advocate.
✓ Answer any questions about what was discussed.
✓ Ask her/his impressions of the meeting which can:
o Provide insight into the Advocate's perceptions or misperceptions about
the Caseworker and/or child welfare agency in general.
o Discuss future goals and set meetings.
o Help you assess the Advocate's current interpersonal and professional skills.
o Allow you to predict how the relationship with the Social Worker may develop and
whether you may need to coach more closely with the Advocate on this part of
the skill development or notify the Coordinator of needed training or concerns.
✓ Ask the Advocate how she/he feels about the case so far. Address any anxieties
or concerns the Advocate may have.
✓ Ask the Advocate about her/his role; answer any questions the Advocate might
have and clarify the CASA role and the early case goals.
Coach’s Quick Guide
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✓ Document your coaching efforts in CAMS as an Administrative Note. *Remember
to explain any terms the Advocate may not understand OR refer to Coordinator
for specific in-service trainings.
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Advocates Meeting the Child
✓ Arrangements should be made to meet the CASA child for the first time at his/her
relative placement, foster home, group home or wherever the child is living.
✓ Conduct the first meeting in the child's placement, not off grounds.
✓ The Coach may also attend the first meeting to support and assist the Advocate
in getting through the initial introductions and understanding the expectations of
the placement.
o It's also good for the Coach to meet the child face to face in case the
Advocate is no longer able to meet their role expectations for case
advocacy in the future.
✓ Advise the Advocate to take his/her time getting to know the child and letting the
child get to know him/her. It is a good time to try to discover likes and dislikes
and what interests the child.
✓ Keep the first meeting short. It can be as short as fifteen or thirty minutes,
depending on the comfort level of the child.
✓ At the first meeting, the Advocate should explain who they are and the role they
will have in the child’s life. This explanation should be short and geared to the
child’s developmental age. If helpful, the Advocate can provide CASA Policy and
Procedure Resource 10, What is a CASA Advocate? to the child or youth.
✓ Advise Advocates to use the information in the Investigating and Gathering
Information Training to help guide their ideas for topics of conversation and
issues to be aware of when meeting with children.
✓ The Advocate will also make arrangements for the next meeting. Discuss with
the child what he/she might like to do at the next visit within the scope of the
CASA role. i.e. a walk around the block or the caretaker transport the child to
meet at the park, or possibly color or draw.
✓ Advise the Advocate to be prepared for the child to be quiet or withdrawn, with a
reminder that it takes a while for a child to warm up to someone new. Let the
Advocate know the child could also be ready to go with them that day, but that it
is still better to have the first visit where the child is most comfortable.
✓ The Advocate should know that it is best to make no specific promises but rather
to reassure the child he/she will be back for another visit.
✓ If the Coach attends the meeting with the child, document your coaching efforts
in CAMS as an Administrative Note.
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Meetings
✓ The Advocate's role in any meeting is to gather additional information.
✓ Advocates in certain meeting settings (such as Family Team Decision-Making
FTDM) can share information such as present her/his findings on the case up to
that point, make recommendations, discuss concerns and ensure that all
outstanding issues have or will be addressed.
✓ It is important to encourage Advocates to attend meetings to achieve these goals
by being fully aware of the current status of the case, including parent services
and involvement, immediate and long-term needs of the child(ren), other family
members or potential placements, permanency issues, etc.
✓ If the Coach attends the meeting with the Advocate, the Coach role is to provide
guidance, explanations and support for the Advocate, but does not direct the
advocacy efforts during those meetings.
✓ Assess the Advocate's ability to effectively communicate the concerns, strengths,
and recommendations.
✓ Some meetings are emotional, confusing and unproductive. Be prepared to
support the Advocate following the meeting.
✓ The Coach is the Advocate's role model. Remain objective even if no agreement
or similar recommendations between parties can be reached.
✓ Prepare the Advocate for the possibility of frustrations. Be tuned in to what the
Advocate may be feeling. Step in and help if the Advocate seems overwhelmed
or intimidated.
✓ Coaches may attend meetings in place of the Advocate if necessary due to an
Advocate’s absence.

Prior to the Meeting:
✓ Be sure the Advocate understands the purpose and procedures.
✓ Remind the Advocate to bring any notes and organize points of discussion or
questions and concerns they would like to have addressed during the meeting.
✓ Reinforce that it is okay to disagree with other persons in the meeting as long as
it is done in a professional manner.
✓ Remind the Advocate that success may occur slowly and in incremental steps.
✓ Review all possible recommendations that may be made during the meeting.
✓ Discuss what the Advocate may want as action items, responsible parties for
each action item and hoped for completion dates for action items.

Following the Meeting:
✓ Review the action items, who is responsible, and the due dates shared during the
meeting for ongoing advocacy case monitoring by the Advocate.
✓ Provide praise and constructive criticism.
✓ Process everything that occurred in the meeting.
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✓ Ensure the Advocate has a clear understanding of the dynamics and outcomes
of the meeting.
✓ Determine if there are any underlying frustrations that need to be addressed.
✓ Validate the concerns or feelings.
✓ Thank the Advocate for her/his attendance, participation and preparation.
✓ Share any concerns about the Advocate, the case or other interested parties,
timely with the Coordinator.
✓ Share Advocate successes with the Coordinator timely so they can reiterate the
praise and acknowledge a job well done.
✓ Document your coaching efforts in CAMS as an Administrative Note.

Types of Meetings
Judicial or Pre-trial Conference:
To discuss case issues sometimes in chambers, in the County Attorney’s Office, or
informally in the courtroom setting.
IEP:
Individualized Education Plan - to discuss future academic matters with the school
professionals, education might include a Student Study Team meeting.
ILP:
Independent Living Program - meeting between all those involved with child's future
emancipation and transitional plans.
FTDM (Family Team Decision-Meeting):
A meeting of invited family and interested parties to help develop a plan for services to
reunify (Child/Family/Team).
YTDM (Youth Team Decision Making) or Transitional Planning:
A youth-directed meeting helping a youth plan for their future by involving caring adults
and assignments to help the youth succeed into adulthood.
Staffings:
A meeting between professionals, i.e. DHS worker, attorneys, FSRP provider, and
CASA to discuss progress/needs regarding the case.
As a reminder, Advocates are only authorized to release information about the
case during a Judicial or Pre-trial Conference, FTDM or YTDM.
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CASA Advocate Monthly Update
✓ As the end of each month nears, check CAMS Case Notes to see if Advocate
has made their monthly contact with their assigned child. If not, send the
Advocate a reminder about visiting the child that month if the Advocate hasn’t
done so already. If Advocate has made contact, encourage them to make their
CAMS Case Notes timely.
✓ Also send a reminder for the Advocate to complete the Monthly Update in CAMS
by pressing the ‘New Monthly Update’ link on the case face sheet in CAMS.
✓ Once approved in CAMS, view the Monthly Update on each case face sheet by
clicking the ‘Edit’ button. Review the update for the following:
o The Advocate is seeing the child at least once every 30 days
o Inconsistencies between what the Advocate has told you and what has
been recorded in CAMS
o Possible deficiencies in the case work that could warrant additional
training.

✓ Notify the Coordinator of all issues which could become problems with regard to
either the child or the Advocate.
✓ Communicate monthly with Coordinator to review cases and discuss Advocate
supervision.
✓ Watch for warning signs that a case may be failing:
o Poor or no communication between Coach and Advocate
o Poor or no communication between Advocate and DHS Caseworker
o Minimal or no cooperation with the placement
o Negative or judgmental talk about the child
o Negative or judgmental talk about the family
o Visitation wanes or stops
o Irregular or no monthly updates or case notes
o Court reports are not submitted timely
o Information in court reports is not sufficient for minimal quality standards
o Boundary issues
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Improved Case Advocacy through CAMS Child Assessments
✓ You will monitor the Advocate’s responsibility for completing the assessments.
✓ This requires case oversight knowledge to prompt Advocates on how they may

gather the necessary information during their monthly contacts of fact finding.
✓ The resource, CAMS Child Assessment Tool, can be obtained from the website
under Forms and Resources to review instructions and rationales for the CAMS
assessments.

✓ Timing of Assessments
Assessment

Timing of Assessment

Initial Assessment

Within the first 60 days of assignment

Subsequent Assessments

A minimum of every 6 months *

✓ (*) Best practice is to complete a subsequent assessment within 30 days of when
the CASA Court Report is due to the Coach/Coordinator. Some jurisdictions may
hold hearings every three months. Consult with the Coordinator to determine
frequency of completing subsequent assessments. The assessment information
will provide Advocates with current data that may prompt identification of
strengths, concerns and recommendations for the court report.

✓ Discuss due dates and place them on your and Advocate’s calendar.
✓ Prompt the Advocate by asking:
o Where or from whom can the Advocate best get the answer to this question?
o How will the answer increase the Advocate’s awareness about the child or
the child’s situation?
o What follow-up or additional information may be needed to be assess this
issue?
o If no one knows the answer to this question, what recommendation might the
Advocate make to address the issue?
✓ If the Advocate struggles with this responsibility, inform the Coordinator so they
can provide additional training on the CAMS Assessments.
✓ Additional tools to support the Advocate with this responsibility include:
o Using Protective Factors to Identify Strengths
o Using the Protective Factors as Lens to Monitor Progress Towards Case
Closure
✓ You can find additional assistance on this in the Advocate’s Monitoring a Case
training material.
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✓ You can view the child assessment in CAMS by clicking the History button on the
child assessment modal on the CHILD face sheet.
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Ongoing Coach-Advocate Relationship Building
Get to know your Advocates personally. Volunteer retention statistics outline that the
relationship is an important key to volunteer engagement, motivation and retention.
Understanding what brings your Advocate to their role, using the value activity from
Coach Pre-Service Module 1 or keeping in mind the Advocate’s motivational style are
two examples of letting the Advocate know that the organization and you as their
Coach, see them as a unique individual.
Suggested questions to build the Advocate-Coach relationship
Personality
•
•
•
•
•

What makes them feel accomplished?
What kind of recognition do they like to receive?
Are they an introvert or an extrovert?
What do they like most about themselves?
What do they want to share?

Emotions
•
•
•
•

What is most rewarding in their lives right now?
What is most challenging in their lives right now?
What brings them happiness, and what brings them
sadness?
What are the main emotions they bring to their CASA work?

Coaches should ask
Advocates...
• Is your work interesting?
• Do you have the
necessary tools to get the
job done?
• Are there any problems
with the work that I can
help you with?”
Long-term CASA
Volunteer

Community
•
•
•
•
•

What kind of family, friend or community support do they
have?
What kind of community were they raised in?
What kind of people do they feel most comfortable with?
Who can they bring in to join them in volunteering?
What are they most proud of?

Self-Care
•
•
•
•

What are their best self-care strategies?
What kinds of music, books, movies, TV or sports do they like?
What are their favorite foods and recreational activities?
How do they recharge?

Regular, warm conversations that start with check-ins about the Advocate’s life and
well-being make a good basis for a healthy coaching relationship.
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Coaching Questions
All great Coaches have a plan of action to help their team succeed! Consider using the
prompts below to guide your coaching sessions with your Advocate. These prompts are
great to use in combination with other powerful coaching questions to assist them in
overcoming barriers and challenges and help them reach their advocacy goals.
What feelings does the Advocate have about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How their personal life might be affecting their advocacy. Anything exciting,
pressing, or tough going on in their own lives
How the case is progressing
The professionals and stakeholders that they work with
The work they have done so far
The values, beliefs, cultural differences of the child and/or family
The abuse and neglect the child(ren) has experienced
Anything else?

What positive events have happened with the case?
•
•
•
•

What notable achievements have happened for the child(ren)?
What changes have been made to ensure the child(ren) is safe and happy?
What insight can the CASA Advocate provide about the positive changes that they
have seen in the case?
Anything else?

What other events have happened with the case?
•
•
•
•
•

Anything the CASA Advocate wishes had gone differently, and how has that
impacted how they will move forward in the future?
What decisions have the CASA Advocate made that impacted case outcomes?
What concerns does the CASA Advocate have about the case or the parties involved?
Are there disempowering beliefs the Advocates holds that affects their sense of
optimism?
Anything else?

What future events would the Advocate like to see happen in the case?
•
•
•
•

What visits or meetings need to be made to promote strong advocacy?
What goals would the CASA Advocate like to set for the next time period?
What are the strategies the CASA Advocate will use to meet those goals?
Anything else?
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What are some areas where the Advocate could use support?
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the challenges and barriers that are preventing the CASA Advocate from
providing increased advocacy efforts?
What information is missing that they may like to have and/or need?
Is there anything they are unsure of or need clarity on?
Does the Advocate need any clarification in their role or expectations?
Does the Advocate have fears or worries about the case or parties involved?
What areas can you help the Advocate focus on, or what motivation can you
provide, to help them succeed?

What are additional questions or statements to explore with the Advocate?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tell me more about _____.
What’s on your mind?
What else?
How do you feel about it?
What is the fear behind your concern?
How can I help?
Is there another way to understand or make sense of what is going on in this
situation?
What happened when you tried it?
What’s the real challenge here for you?
That’s interesting. What would happen if____?
What do you want to see happen?
May I offer you a suggestion?
Can I check something out with you?
Say more about that.
I have the sense that there is something you are not saying.
As you are taking about this, I am noticing____
I may be going out on a limb here, but I wonder if it’s possible that_____
Okay, I can see you don’t have any strong feelings about this. (Use of Humor)
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Reviewing and Editing CASA Court Reports
Prompting Advocates on timelines for submitted draft reports will be a necessary task in
this process. Generally, recommended timeframes are 14 to 21 days in advance of the
scheduled hearing are appropriate. This timeframe can be negotiated as the Advocate
gains more experience writing CASA Reports and you gain experience learning about
their writing style.
Remember that this is their report and the editing process is about representing their
information gathered and recommendations for the child’s best interests. Coaches are a
guide to support their advocacy efforts, not control their final report.
Judges rely on the information in CASA reports as they make their decision. Supporting
the Advocate in their process of submitting a court report is critical to representing what
is in the child’s best interest, documenting the credibility of the CASA Program and can
influence improving the child’s well-being by providing the Advocate’s effective
recommendations to ensure the children and families thrive.
When the Advocate is done with their report in CAMS, they will click Save. After this, you will
be able to provide feedback to the Advocate on each section of the report. To do this, access
the court report via the CASE face sheet by clicking ‘Edit.’ Suggest any edits on writing or
content as needed with collaborative input from the Advocate.
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Remind Advocates that they may be asked questions about their report during the
hearing and should be prepared to defend their report and recommendations.
Once the Advocate has incorporated your feedback and the report is complete, approve
the report in CAMS by clicking ‘Save and Submit’ This will notify your Coordinator that
the report is ready to be reviewed and filed with EDMS.
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The Report Writing training for Advocates will be an important guide for the Coach to
use for reviewing the expected structure and content in the CASA Court Report.

Reviewing content:
✓ The goal is to be objective, fact-based, and independent.
o The Advocate should have firsthand information to share. They may
include information that others report, with their added information from
observations or asking questions of parties.
o Facts stated with clarity. Ensure accuracy with information presented free
from errors and misstatements.
o Ensure that the Advocate is writing to inform the court, and is reframing
from making personal assumptions, judgements or demonstrating biases.
Play ‘devil’s advocate” and question subjective information and reword for
objective descriptions.
o Push for compelling arguments as the basis for recommendations.
Reports should include information in the body of the report that leads to
the Advocate’s recommendations.
✓ Concise reporting will be necessary. Some judges have a preference on length of
reports which you will learn from your advocacy and coaching experiences and
through your Coordinator.
✓ The Advocate used the fewest number of words possible to describe an
action or occurrence; information the judge doesn't need to know is not
included. Find a way to shorten lengthy sentences and help the Advocate
relay the most relevant and pertinent information during the reporting period.
✓ Scrutinize the report as the parties’ attorneys will do, and do not leave room for
unanswered questions.
✓ Ensure that the report is child centered.
✓ Information reported is in chronological order of occurrence.
✓ The report should be uniform, flow from sections to section, be well-organized
and easy to understand, with compete sentences and free from technical jargon.
✓ Ensure quotations used are accurate in word and citation.
✓ Information should be in narrative form with facts and information gathered
related to each person in the case since the last CASA report.
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✓ Ensure information on the identified case needs and services, as outlined in the
CPP, are represented within the report.
✓ Identify any "holes" in the information as you understand the case and issues
through your case oversight function. Ask the Advocate the fill the information gaps.
✓ Complete a comparison of the report to the CAMS assessments. Determine if the
Advocate has identified the child and family’s strengths and needs in the report
and thus, if the needs identified in the assessment are supported by the
Advocate’s recommendations.
✓ Ensure information is included about the child’s wishes and services to meet their
needs.
✓ Ensure information needed to advocate for normalcy for the child is included.
✓ Ensure information about academic stability and success included.
✓ Ensure information included about health, emotional health, dental health, and
development.
✓ Ensure information about interpersonal relationships, both familial and social
relationships is included, specifically visitation.
✓ Ensure information included about relational and legal permanency.
✓ Refer to Investigating and Gathering Information training for additional

questions the Advocate can ask to fill in gaps of needed information.
✓ Refer to Monitoring a Case training for assistance related to the content of the

report related to protective and promotive factors.
✓ Review for number and types of contacts made during the reporting period.
Ensure there is one child contact for each month of the reviewed time frame.
✓ Review for congruency: the narrative assessment section supports the strengths
and concerns sections; the strengths and concerns sections support the
recommendations section.
✓ Review Strengths section of report to ensure each child and parent is represented.
Remind Advocates that smaller steps of progress toward successful completion of
larger goal can be an identified strength. Encourage the Advocate to consider
outlining protective and promotive factors that currently exist. **See pages 21-24 of
Report Writing training material for more information.
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✓ Review Concerns section for short concise sentences that relate to the
observations and information included in the body of the report. **See page 25 of
Report Writing training material for more information.
✓ Review the Recommendations to:
o ensure they are connected to the concerns and/or strengths outlined and
to information shared in the body of the report.
o relate to the type of hearing it is written for, i.e. dispositional review versus
permanency hearing.
o follow the appropriate sequence of court involvement; placement; services;
visitation, other significant issues, and covers all of the child’s needs.
o double check that those included for the parents do not set the adults up
for failure.
o encourage the Advocate to consider recommendations that speak to
improving the protective and promotive factors for the child and family.
o include outcome measures when possible to outline specific parameters
for successful execution of the recommendations.
o **See pages 26-27 of Report Writing training material for more
information.
✓

After reading the report, the reader has a good mental picture of the situation,
accurate information on the current status and clarity on the Advocate’s concerns
and recommendations.

✓ Use the CASA Report Quality Assessment Tool for Advocates and Coaches in
the Forms and Resources section of this Guide for additional assistance.

Editing for Spelling, Grammar, Punctuation, Capitalization
✓ There are no misspelled words in the report because the Advocate used “spell
check” on the finished report.
✓ There’s subject-verb agreement, complete sentences, the proper tense of verbs,
appropriate punctuation and capitalization throughout the report.
✓ For each acronym, the Advocate wrote out the words the first time the writer
used the acronym and then used just the acronym throughout the report.
✓ The report is written in the active voice and is consistent in the use of “I” or “this
CASA” throughout the report.
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✓ The Advocate avoided the use of quotation marks and contractions and didn’t
leave anything dangling. If quotations are used, double check that they are
accurate in word and citation.
✓ Sentences are reasonable and varied in length. Sentences are concise, using the
fewest number of words needed to describe the action or occurrence. Information
that is extraneous is removed.
✓ Contractions and abbreviations are avoided.
✓ There is consistency throughout the report on names and titles used for all
parties. The spelling of names is double checked. Capitalization of names and
titles is double checked.
✓ Appropriate courtesy titles are used. (Ms., Mrs., Mr., Dr.)
✓ Foster parent’s names are not used if they have indicated they want it held
confidential.
✓ Common error locations are proofed: Near beginning or endings of lines; near
the bottom of a page; in number combinations; in proper nouns; in long words.
✓ Common mistakes are proofed: Transposing letters within a sentence or within
one word; omission of one letter in a pair of doubled letters; etc.

Use the Sample CASA Report with Edits and Corrections in the Forms and Resources
section of this Guide for additional assistance.
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Attending Court
It is the Coach’s role to guide and support the Advocate through the potentially
confusing and intimidating court process. The Advocate needs to have clear
expectations and feel that she/he is prepared for the task at hand. A prepared Advocate
is more confident and empowered.
The goal and expectations are that our extensively screened, thoroughly trained and
well-equipped Advocate will accurately and effectively relay the strengths, concerns and
reasoning behind their recommendations shared in their court report. The information
given should be unbiased and nonjudgmental; interactions with all parties should be
professional. Before and during the hearing, the Advocate will be listening, making
observations and assessments, and gathering new information. Coaches support those
goals in their interactions with the Advocate during their monthly coaching contacts and
communications with the Advocate.
✓ For many Advocates court is a new and intimidating experience.
✓ The Coach makes every effort to attend the first court hearing with the Advocate,
if at all possible, and is available to answer any questions or assist with difficult
areas.

Court Etiquette
Advocates and Coaches will adhere to the following best practices:
✓ A CASA I.D. should be in your possession at all times while at court.
✓ Do not enter the courtroom if anyone is on the witness stand or a trial is in session. If your
presence is required, you must enter the courtroom quietly and take a seat.
✓ Always notify the Court Attendant of your presence. If the courtroom does not have a
bailiff or court attendant, introduce or re-introduce yourself to the County Attorney and
child’s Attorney/Guardian Ad Litem. If the opportunity arises, such as a meeting in
chambers, introduce yourself to the Judge and his/her court reporter.
✓ Discuss the rules in the courtroom: Cell phone sounds off - no cell phone at
counsel table unless they are using it to view electronic documents being
referred to in court. Laptops are sometimes used by attorneys to refer to
electronic documents as well.
✓ Do not talk when the Judge is present in the courtroom or when the Judge is
wearing a robe, unless permission is granted.
✓ If you need to speak to one of the attorneys, such as the Guardian ad Litem, wait
until there is a recess or court is adjourned. If necessary, leave a message on the
attorney’s voice mail or email a fact-based written statement.
✓ Do not eat/drink food or coffee or chew gum in the courtroom unless invited by
the Judge.
✓ It is protocol to stand when the Judge enters the courtroom.
✓ If common practice by attorneys in court, stand when addressing the court.
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✓ Always speak in a respectful tone.
✓ Discuss CASA demeanor.
o Share how emotional Juvenile Court may be and that the CASA should
always respect that this is a huge event for the families. Advocates should
respond with compassion and exchange pleasantries.
o They should not have meaningless conversation in the courtroom
/conference room/waiting room while waiting for the hearing with other
parties to the case, as that may make the parents/child feel that their case
and what is going on at the moment in their lives is unimportant.
o Discuss Advocates’ reaction, preferably no visible reactions to anything
they hear during the hearing, but rather write down their concern and pass
to the attorney who favors their position (or quietly whisper to the attorney
if need be). Do not become a distraction to the proceedings.
✓ Always leave quietly if asked to wait outside.
✓ Dress code:
✓ Business casual
✓ No shorts, denims, short skirts, tank tops or low-cut tops
✓ No flip-flops or beach type footwear
✓ Men should wear collared shirts.
✓ Lean toward conservative clothing.
✓ If in doubt, ask your Program Coordinator.

Before the hearing:
✓ Assure the Advocate that they are prepared.
✓ Remind the Advocate to bring a copy of their finalized report to the hearing.
✓ Instruct Advocates to only bring the exhibits for the current court hearing if
needed, and only their CASA report. Note: None of the Advocate’s own notes
should be in the building (which could be taken and placed into evidence).
✓ Answer questions about court etiquette.
✓ Cover typical courtroom protocols, procedures, players, attire, time involved, etc.
if this was not covered at their court observation during pre-service training.
✓ Review logistics such as directions, parking, how to enter the building, what time
they should appear at court for their hearing, and where to sit.
✓ Warn the Advocate of the possibility of a long wait.
✓ Remind the Advocate that any conversations that occur with parents or other
interested parties about adult issues should not be discussed in earshot of the
children if they are present.
✓ Remind the Advocate that the court typically addresses the Advocate at each
hearing and asks their position on the DHS recommendations. If the CASA has
any different recommendations the CASA may point those recommendations out
by page number and recommendation number. The Advocate may explain why
she/he feels they are important to the case/child, being brief.
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Discuss the end of testimony or the court hearing process: How the court may
address the Advocate and ask if they would like to change their recommendations
based on any new information they may have heard today, and if so, what would
those changes be (and if so, try to have them written down while sitting there prior to
the court asking, in order to touch on all points needed).
✓ If the Advocate would like to make a statement at the end of a hearing, suggest
they write it out prior to the hearing. The statement will be given the weight the
court wishes.
✓ Discuss the possibility of conversations happening in the Judge’s chambers: how
they participate, where they might stand (sit), the types of issues which may be
explored. It is best practice that court hearings happen IN court, rather than in
chambers, as it affords each individual an opportunity to hear and be heard.
✓ Discuss the Judges who work in Juvenile Court – share the positives and their
experiences about working with the Judge in order to help the Advocate feel
empowered.
✓ Explain the boundaries in our relationship to the Judge.
✓ Share interactions you have had in your experiences with the County Attorney,
the Child’s Attorney/GAL and other attorneys connected to the case, their
personalities, and their role.
✓

On the day of the court hearing:
✓

✓
✓

✓

Discuss the various parties to the case (again) and where they typically sit in the
courtroom. Remind Advocates of the roles that each party plays in the case,
describing what their demeanors may be like in certain circumstances.
Discuss where the court reporter sits and when testimony is recorded and how to
speak up and slow down so she can get the information written down correctly.
Discuss where the CASA should sit in the courtroom and by whom.
o If it’s in the first row or if it is at the counsel table. Who should the Advocate sit
by? Such as by the child if possible and/or present at hearing.
o If it is a contested hearing, the CASA may sit by an attorney who shares
the same position so the CASA can subtly communicate with the attorney
during the trial. It may help to point out significant facts when testimony or
statements of others come into question.
o It’s helpful to have post it notes or a legal pad before they go into a
contested hearing for this purpose.
o If applicable, discuss how the attorney may or may not ask the Advocate’s
suggested questions and for what reasons they may base their decision on,
and how that varies by attorney, if the Coach has varying experiences.
The following are other areas that Advocates may have questions. You are not
required to know the answers but if you are knowledgeable and comfortable
answering the questions, you may do so. These topics have generally been
covered during pre-service training; however, every Advocate has varying
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degrees of comfort during training and may not recall all the answers provided at
that time. Coaches may always refer the Advocate back to the Coordinator for a
full training and discussion on court hearings.
o Process of offering and entering exhibits and what that means, how the
court will address them when it comes to exhibits (no option to object, but
has the CASA seen/reviewed those documents being offered).
o Subpoenas, reasons they may receive one or how they may be called to
testify at any given time if they are physically present at the hearing
without a subpoena.
o “Hearsay” – what it means and that it is permissible in juvenile court. The
CASA reports contain hearsay because Advocates report what they have
been told by others. If someone wants to dispute those statements of
others that the CASA has reported, an attorney would need to call that
person to testify. Emphasize that this is the reason it is so important to
report accurately at all times and remind them to tell whoever they are
talking to when "investigating" that CASA will be reporting the information
to the court.
o Testifying: Refer to “Testifying” section in the pages.
o Descriptors of each court hearing and what occurs during that stage of the
court process.
o Legal terms used during the hearing.
o Refer to CASA Pre-Service Module 2 information and Participant
Resources 1 through 3.

Following the hearing:
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Explain that many things happen, not only before but after the hearing, that the
Advocate should be a part of. There may be discussions about visitation,
changes the court just ordered on, setting up dates with parties for FTMs or
staffings.
o The CASA needs to remain present and integrate themselves into the
conversations with the parties until all discussions are complete. This will help
the CASA solidify their position and their advocacy, by following through in all
aspects.
If the Judge rules from the bench, the Coach may talk about what those things
rulings mean and where all parties go/what they do next. If the Judge doesn't rule
from the bench, the Coach may talk about the court's options to order, what/when
the order may come out, how those orders affect the CASA's work, etc.
Ask the Advocate for feedback on the hearing. What went well? How did it feel to
be there? Is the child getting everything they need?
Answer any questions the Advocate may have about what went on in the
hearing, ensuring their understanding of the process, the court’s orders, etc.
Connect with your Coordinator if you need assistance answering Advocate questions.
Document your coaching efforts in CAMS as an Administrative Note.
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Testifying
If an Advocate is asked to testify, plan to meet one-on-one with the Advocate to support
her/him. It is highly likely that you will know better than the Advocate does whether she/he
is prepared and what she/he will need to work on, particularly with a new Advocate.
Hopefully, the Advocate at this point has confidence in his/her knowledge of the case and is
able to testify to that knowledge.
If you feel that preparing the Advocate for this task requires more input and training from
the Coordinator, reach out to them immediately for supporting you in your coaching role
and for ongoing just-in-time training of the Advocate about this upcoming hearing and
testimony.
Never assume your Advocate is prepared because she/he is not asking questions and
seems confident. This may simply be a result of unrealistic expectations on the Advocate’s
part. She/he may expect the trial to be similar to the hearings she/he has become
accustomed to. Likewise, don’t take the Advocate’s excellent casework for granted by
assuming your Advocate can prepare for the trial herself/himself. Your excellent new or
tenured Advocate will need as much preparation as another less confident Advocate. This
ensures that you have done everything possible to support the Advocate’s preparation,
even if the pressure gets to her/him and she/he does not testify as well as you both had
hoped.
Discuss exactly what the Advocate should expect and how she/he needs to prepare.
Review the specific procedures and the expectations of the Advocate. Let her/him know
that you are there for support.

Prior to the Hearing
✓
✓

✓

✓

Have the Advocate review the case record again with a thorough eye to
prepare for the hearing.
Work with the Advocate to create a timeline for her/his case. Include all
involvement, parents’ attendance at family visits, and any other significant
events that impact the case and support your recommendations (be sure it is
honest and objective.) Mapping out significant events ahead of time will
refresh the Advocate’s memory.
It is appropriate to have the County Attorney or the child’s attorney help prep
the Advocate before testifying – preferably before the day of the trial. See
Helpful Hints box below for more information.
Point out that though the CASA court reports may contain a substantial
amount of beneficial information, attorneys may want the Advocate to testify
in order to get the information on the record, while simultaneously asking
clarifying questions. The Advocate needs to understand that she/he can only
testify to what she/he actually witnessed or heard firsthand. If the Advocate
does provide knowledge of another’s stance via a provider report, etc. then
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the source of that information would also need to be provided at that time.
Discuss the importance of proper body language such as standing and sitting
with good posture and having good eye contact.
✓ Facial expressions are sometimes louder than words. Be sure to maintain
professional composure and emotionless facial expressions if possible.
✓ Share your experiences about testifying if you have experienced testifying.
✓ Instruct the Advocate to say, “I don’t know” if she/he does not know the
answer to a question.
✓ Only answer yes or no questions with “yes” or “no”. Do not expound on your
answer or offer more information unless asked specific questions?
✓ An Advocate may inform the attorney that she/he does not understand what is
being asked and ask the attorney to clarify the question.
✓ If an answer to a question is contained in your CASA Report to the Court, an
Advocate may ask the examiner if you may refer to your report before
answering.
✓ An Advocate may ask for a break, while testifying, if it is needed.
✓ Review “quality of life” type of responses that can be pitfalls for Advocates.
e.g. recommending termination or an alternate placement because of
material or monetary benefits to the child in another home.
✓ Give the Advocate key phrases to use during testimony, e.g. “best interest of
the child” or “my observation, and know how they would define “permanency”,
“MSLC”, “reasonable efforts”, etc.
✓ Ask the Advocate what she/he thinks are the weaknesses of the case.
Discuss these with the Advocate, preparing her/him for how to address those
weaknesses when questioned about them on the witness stand.
✓ Ask the Advocate what she/he thinks her/his weaknesses may be with regard
to participating in the trial process and testifying. Help to ease the Advocate’s
anxiety by giving her/him honest feedback, from your personal observations,
about how they present to others.
✓ Be clear with the Advocate that the Program Coordinator can provide more
intense training and coaching on the specific Advocacy duty of testifying.
✓ Ensure the Advocate has their CASA Report(s) to the Court and any other
specific documentation the CASA Report may have mentioned in order to
support her/his testimony.
✓ Keep in mind that any other paperwork, including an Advocate’s personal
notes, should not be brought into court or they could be entered into
evidence.
✓ Ask the Advocate how she/he feels about the upcoming trial and what specific
apprehensions she/he has. Try to address the specifics of what she/he is
anxious about.
✓ Prepare the Advocate for the intensity of the trial (possible hostility or anger
from relatives, the attorney(s) during questioning, etc.) Always remember to
speak respectfully, as if responding directly to the Judge.
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✓

✓
✓

The questions and approach of attorneys toward the Advocate on the stand
may make she/he feel as if it is personal. It cannot be taken personally,
especially while on the stand. Debriefing after the hearing will be a good time
to express feelings about the experience.
Use the Direct Examination – Sample Questions in the Forms and
Resources section of this Guide for additional assistance.
Prepare the Advocate for her/his own emotional reaction to the case
outcome. Some common feelings and reactions may include:
o A feeling that the result is anti-climactic after all of the work the Advocate
put into the case.
o A feeling that the conclusion is bittersweet, especially when termination is
sought and achieved.
o The Advocate may feel terribly disappointed and disillusioned, especially
if it does not go his/her way. Prepare the Advocate for this possibility and
explain the positive impact the Advocate has already had on the child,
regardless of the outcome in this hearing.

Helpful Hints!
Prior to a trial, plan a mock trial or role-play with your Advocate. Prepare questions
ahead of time for the Advocate to answer as if she/he is on the stand. Pretend you
are the County Attorney, the Attorney Guardian Ad Litem, and the parent’s attorney.
If another Advocate has an upcoming trial, schedule a meeting to help prepare your
Advocates together. You can trade off role playing the various attorneys for each
side. This can be a fun learning experience for Advocates and can help to relieve a
tremendous amount of anxiety. It is also a great opportunity for Advocates to
connect with one another.

The Day of the Hearing
✓ Provide encouragement and support for the Advocate.
✓ Identify and help ease any anxieties.
✓ Ask the Advocate if she/he has any questions or last-minute concerns.
Remind the Advocate that we do not investigate the abuse - we accept it as a
Department and Court finding.
✓ Remind the Advocate about important information she/he wanted to try to
include in her/his testimony.
✓ Provide any new information that has come in at the last minute to the
Advocate and legal parties attorneys as needed.
✓ Dependent on the county and how the CASA role is determined during
hearings, remind the Advocate to share/pass information to the attorney
during the trial as appropriate.
✓ Model calmness for your Advocate as this will help her/him relax.
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During the Hearing
✓ Be present. Offer support.
✓ Provide reminders of specific information (if necessary).

After the Hearing
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Praise your Advocate, noting her/his strengths.
Acknowledge the difficulty of what she/he has accomplished.
Debrief with your Advocate (and other parties if this is the appropriate time).
Thank everyone on the case.
Recap the proceedings and answer any questions the Advocate may have.
Discuss the outcome and how the Advocate feels about the proceedings.
Acknowledge performance. Note areas to improve and address at an appropriate
time. Just following an emotional hearing may not be the appropriate time.
Determine next action items and corresponding time frames to follow up and/or
accomplish them.
Thank the Advocate!
Consider sending a thank you card to your Advocate.
Always end with a positive.
Make an Administrative Note in CAMs about the hearing.
If it were an especially difficult experience for the Advocate, inform the
Coordinator. The Coordinator can address any systemic issues, could also
provide extra appreciation to the Advocate, and possibly use it as a learning
moment to advance the Coach’s and Advocate’s skills.
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Subpoenas
Subpoenas are time sensitive and must be handled expeditiously. Failure to properly
handle a subpoena or court order may expose the CASA Advocate, who has been
served with the subpoena or court order, to civil or criminal penalties.

Definitions
✓ Subpoena: A subpoena is a legal document used to formally require the
appearance of a person at a particular time and place to testify as a witness. A
subpoena is usually issued by an attorney, or by the clerk of a court at an
attorney's request.
✓ Court order: A court order is a formal legal document signed by a judge or
issued verbally by a judge. Like a subpoena, a judge, through a court order, can
order a CASA Advocate to provide testimony.
✓ Personal Service: Personal service is accomplished when a subpoena or other
legal document is personally delivered to you. Personal service also requires the
payment of witness fees for one day and the fees for traveling to and from the
court - if so, requested at the time of service.

Handling a subpoena
✓ If an attorney asks you to testify in any legal proceeding other than in Juvenile
Court, advise the attorney you can only testify in Juvenile Court proceedings and
direct the attorney to your CASA Coordinator.
✓ Contact your CASA Coordinator as soon as the Coach or the Advocate receives
a subpoena.
o CASA Advocates should not voluntarily accept service of a
subpoena. If you receive a subpoena in the mail, by email, or by fax do
not sign any waiver of personal service or a voluntary acceptance form. A
valid subpoena served on a CASA Advocate requires personal service.
This does not mean you should disregard subpoenas that have not
been personally served; you must still follow the instructions outlined
here.
o CASA Advocates should request the witness fees and mileage fees
at the time the subpoena is served. One day of witness fees is $10 and
mileage fees are currently $0.45 per mile.
✓ The CASA Coordinator will explain how to proceed.
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Monitoring Advocacy Efforts Monthly
✓ Encourage Advocate participation in the Monitoring a Case training early in the
life of the case to assist you in your coaching duties for monitoring their efforts.
✓ Recognize when an Advocate is struggling with minimum expectations for
contacts.
✓ Maintain minimum twice monthly contact with Advocates who have a case
assignment to obtain case updates and address any issues.
✓ Remind Advocates of their responsibilities including CAMS entries, training
hours, CAMS assessments, court hearings and report deadlines.
✓ Checks email and phone messages (every other day) to timely respond to
Advocates and their cases.
✓ Check CAMS (every other day) to timely view case notes and monthly updates.
✓ Check EDMS account regularly for court-related case updates and documents
submitted.
✓ Monitor the Advocate’s case notes completion in CAMS and provide feedback.
✓ Prompt Advocates on updating CAMS Assessments prior to 6-month requirement.
✓ Reinforce appropriate chain of command for communication. You are your
Advocate’s first contact for most needs. The Advocate should contact you first
with case related information and needs.
✓ Reinforce confidentiality as necessary throughout the case.
✓ Manage risks by immediately communicating with Coordinator any concerns
about Advocate’s boundaries or behaviors.
✓ Monitor case specific advocacy efforts that meet the case needs and share
additional areas that the Advocate may complete some fact-finding for generating
full recommendations.
✓ Maintain a culturally humble lens, reminding Advocates that marginalized
populations often require the most advocacy and support.
✓ Practice good self-care and encourage your Advocates to do so also.
✓ Stay aware of your Advocate’s schedule and any potential conflicts for making
monthly contacts or attending meetings to serve as their backup.
✓ Encourage the Advocate to use the DHS Family Functioning Case Domain
Criteria in the Forms and Resources section of this Guide for additional
assistance. for the following reasons:
● Helps Advocates think about the "whole picture" i.e. What will it take to
create a well-rounded, safe family?
● Helps Advocates maintain objectivity
● Helps Advocates determine if needs are not being met
● Helps Advocates explore barriers to meeting the needs
● Helps Advocates recognize when it's time to reunify families
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Supporting the Advocate During Complicated Times
Develop a warm, cordial relationship from the start. Get to know your Advocates and
learn about them. This will help you be able to better give constructive criticism when it
is needed.
✓ Decide how important the issue is. Is it something a gentle suggestion from you
can solve? Is it a one-time problem?
✓ If it is not something important, note it in the Administrative Notes section of
CAMS and continue to be observant. If it appears to be due to external and
temporary circumstances, discuss it with the Advocate and problem-solve
together.
✓ If it is neither trivial nor due to a temporary issue with an otherwise good Advocate,
then do the following:
1. Discuss the issues with the Coordinator if input is needed or just to
apprise him/her that there may be a problem.
2. Have a face to face meeting with the Advocate.
3. Review expectations that have been set with the Advocate.
4. Reiterate the Advocate's responsibilities, establish clear guidelines, and
restate boundaries.
✓ Address the issues as quickly as possible in a calm, non-threatening way.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Don't make assumptions. Check facts. Ask for and listen to all information.
Reaffirm support of the Advocate and the desire for their success.
Then be specific. Express concern for the Advocate and the child.
Discuss ways to handle a situation differently.
Clarify any action items he/she needs to complete and the timeline.
Offer support in future situations to problem-solve prior to taking action.
Document the issue(s) and the date(s) in CAMS as an Administrative Note
that you spoke with the Advocate about his/her performance and what steps
were agreed to.

Always discuss any significant issues with the Coordinator. In addition to being a resource
for you, the Coordinator may receive phone calls about an Advocate and needs to be
informed and knowledgeable. If there is a question about whether the Advocate should be
removed from the role, the Coordinator will consider your input and it is the Coordinator
that makes the decision.
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Managing Risks
Coaches must understand the policy and procedures of the program so that they can
safely guide and support the Advocates efforts. You need to be vigilant, follow gut
feelings and intervene early, preferably before a problem can arise.
Part of relationship building is knowing that there are times when you
must directly and unapologetically supervise. That may mean speaking
directly with the Advocate about your concerns or going directly to the
Local Coordinator to address the issue and hold people accountable.

Safety
Ensure Advocates are following the transportation policy.
Be aware of Advocates that demonstrate permeable or broken boundaries. Share your
concerns about any Advocate with your Coordinator.
Be vigilant in your awareness of how each Coach and Advocate represent the Iowa
CASA Program as well as National CASA when in the public eye.

Off-limit Activities
A Coach should intervene immediately with an Advocate if they learn about information
related to certain behaviors. The CASA Advocate shall not engage in the following
activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

taking a child to the volunteer’s home or any home other than the child’s
giving legal advice or therapeutic counseling
making placement arrangements for the child
giving money or expensive gifts to the child, the child’s family or the caregiver
taking a child on an overnight outing or entertainment-based activities
signing permission slips for the child
transporting a child or family member without following Iowa CASA Program
Policy
breaking confidentiality
using inappropriate language or participating in verbal altercation with any party

Breaking confidentiality
Failing to maintain the confidential nature of the CASA case information is a serious
violation of not only the child and family's trust, but it is a violation of Iowa Code section
232.147. To that end, our program maintains a zero-tolerance stance. If you learn that an
Advocate has violated confidentiality, purposefully or inadvertently, you must notify the
Coordinator. The Coordinator will investigate the circumstances of the breach. Most likely,
the Advocate will be removed from the CASA Program.
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If the Coordinator learns that the Coach knew of the breach and didn't report it or that the
Coach was involved in the breach of confidential information, the Coach would be removed
from the CASA Program as well. It's a tough policy, but one that must exist to protect
children's information and uphold Iowa Code.
Obtaining personal information about the Advocate as a Coach should be protected with
the same professional level of privacy as other roles you hold.

Case Party Privilege of Information
Case party:

Advocate can collect
information from this
party

Advocate can release
information to this party

DHS

Yes

Yes

JCO

Yes

Yes

County Attorney

Yes

Yes

Child’s Attorney/Guardian Ad Litem

Yes

Yes

Parent’s Attorney

Yes

Only in a Report to Court, at a
FTDM, YTDM or during FCRB
testimony

Pre-Adoptive placement after
permanency goal changed to
adoption

Yes

Only in a Report to Court, at a
FTDM, YTDM or during FCRB
testimony

Intervener

Yes

Only in a Report to Court, at a
FTDM, YTDM or during FCRB
testimony

Foster Parent

Yes

No - only if party is present during
FTDM, YTDM or FCRB

Relative Caregiver

Yes

No - only if party is present during
FTDM, YTDM or FCRB

Provider

Yes

No - only if party is present during
FTDM, YTDM or FCRB

Therapist/Doctor

Yes

No - only if party is present during
FTDM, YTDM or FCRB

Teacher/Childcare provider

Yes

No - only if party is present during
FTDM, YTDM or FCRB
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Recognize serious violations of policy
Some violations of conduct may be so serious that an Advocate should be terminated
immediately:
✓ appearing in court or making contacts while under the influence of drugs and/or
alcohol
✓ offering drugs or alcohol to a child or parent
✓ any form of child abuse
✓ an intentional violation of a court order
✓ breaking the Iowa Code re: Confidentiality
✓ felony charges against the Advocate
✓ being in possession of a firearm while participating in any volunteer role for the
CASA Program.
It is not the Coach’s responsibility to deal with these issues, but the role does require
that if a Coach is made aware of such violations that they contact their Local
Coordinator immediately.
If termination becomes necessary, the Coordinator will need to document the reason in
a letter to the Advocate. This letter is maintained permanently. The Coordinator may
ask, that as the Coach of the Advocate, you assist in providing the necessary
information.
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Advocate Mutual Review
✓ After six months serving on a case and every year after, the Coordinator will
initiate a Mutual Review of the Advocate’s progress. This review is done in
CAMS.
✓ As the Advocate’s Coach, you will be asked to complete a portion of the
review.
✓ You can provide feedback on the Advocate's strengths, needs and training
that might be of benefit. Your feedback is viewed by the Advocate and the
Coordinator and is very valuable to both!
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Coaching with the Motivational Style Lens
ACHIEVEMENT-ORIENTED
Desire for excellence
Want to do a good job
Need a sense of accomplishment
Want to advance
Desire feedback

Calculated risk takers
Restless
Task-oriented
Like challenging work
Like to problem solve

Supervision:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Wants concrete feedback to improve performance
Schedule times to “check in” on bigger projects and give them straight forward
and honest feedback.
Wants meetings to “just get on with it”
Likes results-focused management
Wants a boss who leaves him/her alone.
Wants to be challenged, enjoys stress and timelines
May be unaware of conflict and need coaching to actively address conflict
Enjoys time management, responds well to goals, objectives and conceptual
thinking
Wants to be consulted about decisions and planning
Consider them as advisors and ask for their feedback on future needs or project
development
Important to be very clear about what you want done, what it should look like,
and when it needs to be completed. Leave the ‘how’ to them as much as
possible.
When a project is completed, focus appreciation on the impact of the project.
The achiever believes that everyone is anxious to improve performance and
would welcome such a suggestion and may need to be coached to soften
messages
May need to remind that meetings may not end on time, or cover all the agenda
items, or decisions may not be made at that time

Recognition:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal result of recognition is additional training or more challenging tasks
Subject for recognition is best linked to a very specific accomplishment
Phrasing of recognition should include “Best” or “Most” awards
Recognition decision should include checkpoints or records
Awardees should be selected by co-workers
Goal attainment and measurable results motivate achievers
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•
•

Tangible awards that detail their involvement with a project
Documented recognition letters that can be used in personnel files. Achievers
tend to prefer a written note from the executive director or president of the board,
a note sent to their employer detailing their accomplishments, pins, certificates
and promotions.

AFFILIATION-ORIENTED
Like to be popular
Like to be well thought of
Enjoy and want interaction
Dislike being alone in work or play
Like to help others

Like frequent praise
Support others to achieve their goals
Talk about feelings
Desire harmony
Sensitive to the needs & wants of others

Supervision:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wants a concerned, caring supervisor who can be supportive, nurturing and
attentive
Wants to share feelings about projects
Enjoys long chats to socialize
Be a good listener and ask about their family and how they spend their time
when not volunteering for you.
Welcomes advice and coaching
If needed to be given corrective feedback, be gentle and remind them how much
you value them as people.
Very aware of conflict
May be overly concerned about conflict that doesn’t pertain to them and need
redirection after identifying and processing conflict
Likes to be part of teams, pairs or group activities
May need support if situations become tense or unpleasant
May need encouragement to deal with conflict instead of avoiding it
May need to be encouraged to share concerns with supervisor
May need to be redirected if shares too much/dump problems back to supervisor
May need reframing of suggestions directed at enhancing performance and away
from feelings of personal attacks
May need to remind that meetings need to cover the agenda topics, not only to
deal with relationship issues

Recognition:
•
•
•

Should be given during a group event like annual dinners, parties/socials
Given in presence of peers, family, or other bonded groups
Have a personal touch
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•
•
•
•

Recognition should be organizational in nature, given by organization
Recognition should be voted by peers
They like thank-you notes, small gifts, social get-togethers, name badges, team
projects, special event T-shirts, etc.
Include compliments from their supervisor

POWER/INFLUENCE-ORIENTED
Like to lead
Enjoy giving advice
Like influencing an important project
Concern for position and respect
Like to have their ideas carried out

Decision-makers
Charismatic
Create confidence in others
Verbally fluent and forceful
View themselves as capable

Supervision:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Likes to be informed of clear-cut policies & procedures; put items/issues in writing
Be very clear and up front about the limits of their authority
Likes strong leadership
Communicate with them on a regular basis to make sure on the same page
Needs lots of personal freedom and respect
Works well alone
Be clear with your feedback and above all else, be strong. If they think they can
push you around, they probably will.
Likes to associate with other “power brokers”
Often have large egos that need to be stroked on a regular basis
Will respond well to being included in decision making and planning
May need to learn how to soften messages as others could perceive as being too
honest, forthright, autocratic or “pushy”
May need to remind them to attend meetings that they may not perceive as
“worthwhile” enough
They may need coaching on including others as they can appear dismissive to
others that they don’t see as necessary to achieving their vision/goals.
They can sometimes push the boundaries too far and can jeopardize the stability
of an organization, so they need clear limits, regular supervision, and feedback.

Recognition:
•
•
•

Key aspect of recognition is “promotion,” conveying greater access to authority or
information
Utilize their skills of being articulate and passionate spokespersons for your
cause to increase the visibility of your organization.
Recognition could be commendation from someone that is a known community “Name.”
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•
•

Recognition should be announced to community at large, put in newspaper, as
they enjoy media recognition
They like public recognition for their accomplishments:
o praise for their work in front of others, reference letters,
o leadership roles, titles of status, and
o the opportunity to be listened to, to be given an opportunity to innovate, and
see ideas put into action.
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Managing your Coaching Efforts
✓ Maintain your schedule.
o Hearings can be found on the Case Events Dashboard in CAMS
o Report Due Deadlines can be found on the Court Reports dashboard on the Case
Face Sheet in CAMS
o 6 month and 12-month Mutual Performance Evaluations will be found on the
Progress Evaluation Dashboard under Volunteer Management in CAMS.
o Maintain your schedule of any Advocate responsibilities that you will cover as their
backup.
o Inform your Coordinator of any scheduled absences from your coaching duties so
they can ensure your Advocates are properly supported.
✓ Track and submit Hours and Miles and document your own Coach related
activities within CAMS.
o These can be entered on the Administrative Notes Dashboard under Volunteer
Management in CAMS by clicking ‘Add New.’

✓

Communicate minimum once per month via email or phone conversation with
your Program Coordinator
o Discuss Advocates supervised, case developments and other issues or concerns
that have arisen.
✓ Providing needed forms
o Ensure you have copies available of forms needed for the Advocate prior to your
scheduled meetings.
o Request printing from the Program office timely to afford the staff time to get you the
needed forms.
o Understand and inform Advocates on where to find information and forms on the
ICAB Website.
✓ Practice good self-care
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Closing A Case
✓ It is helpful to have a conversation with the Advocate prior to the closing of a
case to discuss the possible outcomes and the effect on the relationship between
the child and the Advocate.
✓ The following are reasons for Case Closure:
o The child may be reunified with his/her parent/s
o The child may emancipate and leave the system
o She/he may move to a permanent home and no longer require the
services of a CASA (adoption, legal guardianship, etc.)
o The child may move out of county
o The Advocate may have personal reasons to need to terminate his/her
role as a CASA
o The child may no longer want a CASA or that CASA in particular
o There has been a lack of contact with the Advocate or the Advocate has
engaged in inappropriate acts or behaviors which require their removal
from the case.
✓ Help the Advocate identify the differences she/he made in the child’s life and to
prepare for a goodbye visit if possible, to provide closure.
✓ In some cases, the Advocate and child may have elected to continue the
relationship on an informal basis which may be appropriate.
o As long as the child’s caretaker is in favor of continued support for the
child.
o As long as their contact and ongoing relationship is initiated by the youth
who has aged out of the system.
o The individual is clear with all involved moving forward that the ongoing
involvement is not in the role as CASA and is outside the functioning of
the CASA Program.
o Refer Advocates to CASA Policy and Procedure Resource 48 regarding
Case Closure for assistance with transitioning out of a child’s life.
✓ A CASA should never leave a case without first notifying the interested parties,
most importantly, the child.
✓ If the CASA is leaving for personal reasons, the child should be made aware of
the CASA’s departure with care and understanding. The most important thing is
to make sure the child does not think he/she is being abandoned by one more
person. Great care needs to be taken to exit the case smoothly. The Program
Coordinator will assist in this unique situation if necessary, to ease the transition.
✓ It may be appropriate for the CASA to provide a small token, photo or note to the
child at the goodbye visit.
✓ To complete the internal record keeping for case closure do the following:
o Both the Coach and the Advocate return hard copies of case documents
to the Coordinator for shredding.
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Following Case Closure
✓ As soon as a Coach knows a case will be closing, it is important to have a
conversation with the Advocate about his/her plan for continued involvement with
CASA and share those plans with the Program Coordinator.
✓ While being sensitive to the Advocate’s needs and desires, this is an opportunity
to present various options for ongoing involvement that as a Coach you want to
share with the Advocate.
✓ When a volunteer is “unassigned” from a child’s case, there are four possibilities
for that volunteer’s next step.
1. The volunteer has indicated a desire to no longer be a CASA in any
capacity
2. The volunteer has expressed an interest in being assigned to a new case
immediately
3. The volunteer has expressed an interest in returning but wishes to take a
break for some period of time, either specified or unspecified
4. The volunteer has expressed uncertainty about whether he/she wants to
take another case but requests to be contacted later
✓ If the volunteer is going to take another case right away, that volunteer will
remain on the Coach’s team unless it is determined that a switch in team
members is appropriate.
✓ If the volunteer falls in the #3 or #4 category outlined above, that volunteer is
considered “On Leave” and will no longer appear on the Coach’s CAMS
dashboard.
✓ If the volunteer has expressed a specific time frame in which he/she wishes to be
contacted, the previously assigned Coach (who has the relationship with the
volunteer) may elect to place that Advocate back on their Coaching team when
they return to active status.
✓ If the Coach’s team has become full when the Advocate desires to return to case
assignment, it is up to the Coach to determine if they can accommodate
coaching another Advocate.
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Forms and Resources
Advocate and Coach Policy and Procedure Manual:
https://childadvocacy.iowa.gov/casa/current-casa-coaches

Advocate training resources:
https://childadvocacy.iowa.gov/forms-and-resources
❖
❖
❖
❖

Investigating and Gathering Information
Report Writing
Monitoring a Case
Volunteer Glossary

Included in this Quick Guide:
❖ Coach Position Description
❖ Coach Duties, Tasks, and Expectations
❖ Coach Attributes, Competencies and Skills
❖ Coordinator, Coach and Advocate Task list
❖ Notice of Acceptance
❖ Advocate Action Plan
❖ Consent for Health-Related Information
❖ Consent for Non-Health Related Information
❖ Direct Examination – Sample Questions
❖ Sample Line of Questions for CPP Domains
❖ Using Protective Factors to Identify Strengths
❖ Using the Protective Factors as Lens to Monitor Progress Towards Case Closure
❖ CASA Report Quality Assessment Tool
❖ Sample CASA Report with Edits and Corrections
❖ A DHS Family Functioning Domain Criteria
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CASA Coach Position Description
Purpose:
The CASA Coach provides coaching and support to the CASA Advocates to ensure that
children with an assigned CASA Advocate Volunteer receive sound advocacy and
permanency planning.

Time Commitment:
Approximately 15-20 hours a month for a two-year period.

Requirements:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Successfully complete Coach Pre-Service Training Curriculum.
Participate in all First Year Advocate trainings. This requirement can be met
by completion within duties as an assigned CASA Advocate or as a Coach
with their newly assigned Advocate.
Complete 12 hours of continuous learning training annually.
Be knowledgeable about the CASA Policy and Procedure Manual and its
annual updates to support assigned Advocates.
Demonstrate confidentiality at all times.
Commit to 2-year length of service.
Available 15 to 20 hours monthly.
Support and coach 3 to 5 Advocates in their advocacy efforts with children.
Maintain/Uphold the Coach Core Competencies.
Computer Skills - knowledge of Internet software including CAMS and
EDMS, and word processing.

Duties of Coach Position:
•
•
•
•

•

Maintain confidentiality at all times
Communicate with Program Coordinator to schedule time to assist with case
assignment for your assigned Advocates.
Accept case in CAMS to access case file information.
Be present at case assignment meeting with Program Coordinator and
Advocate. The Coach may be a participant in the case assignment and case
planning process or as an experienced Coach, may lead the case assignment
and case planning meeting.
o Receive initial discovery documents from Coordinator and/or EDMS
and review with Advocates, making note of important documents.
o Complete an Advocate Case Action Plan with Advocates at case
assignment.
Contact newly assigned Advocates within 48 hours of case assignment to
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

support coaching relationship and outline role expectations.
Maintain minimum twice monthly contact with Advocates who have a case
assignment to obtain case updates and address any issues.
o Remind Advocates of their role responsibilities including CAMS
entries, training hours, court hearings and report deadlines.
Utilize CASA training materials to support Advocate’s case efforts and program
expectations.
Checks emails (every other day) to timely respond to Advocates and their case
needs.
Check CAMS (weekly) to monitor case notes and child visits.
Check EDMS account regularly for court-related case updates.
Document your own coach-related activities within CAMS.
Be available to attend court hearings, FCRB meetings, FTDM meetings, and
DHS Staffings with Advocates, or on their behalf, and document actions taken
in CAMS.
Review and edit Advocate draft court reports, approve completed reports
and provide to Program Coordinator for report finalization and
distribution.
Provide Advocates with supportive case oversight via understanding case
issues and sharing available community resources.
Communicate minimum once per month with Program Coordinator to
discuss Advocates supervised, case developments and other issues or
concerns that have arisen.
Consult with Program Coordinator regarding assigned Advocate’s
performance concerns and input for annual mutual performance review.
Schedule coverage for your unavailability. Timely contact Program
Coordinator regarding coverage issues.
Provide networking opportunities for team of advocates. Best practice would
be to facilitate this networking opportunity quarterly.
If assigned to own active case as an Advocate, continue ongoing case
advocacy efforts and case responsibilities.
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Coach Duties, Tasks and Expectations
To assist you in knowing when you should be conducting various activities, refer to the
chart below.
Task
Daily Weekly Monthly As
Needed
Communicate with Program Coordinator to
schedule time to assist with case assignment
X
for your assigned Advocates
Accept case in CAMS to access case file
X
information
Be present at case assignment meeting with
X
Program Coordinator and Advocate
Receive documents from Program Coordinator
or EDMS and review with Advocates, making
X
note of important documents
Complete an Advocate Case Action Plan with
X
Advocate at case assignment
Contact newly assigned Advocates within 48
hours of case assignment to support coaching
X
relationship and outline role expectations
Maintain minimum twice monthly contact with
Advocates who have a case assignment to
X
obtain case updates and address any issues
Utilize CASA Training materials to support
X
Advocate’s case efforts and program
expectations
Checks email/phone messages to timely
X
respond to Advocates and their cases/needs
Check CAMS to monitor case notes and child
X
visits
Check EDMS account for court-related case
X
updates
Document your own coach-related activities
X
within CAMS
Attend meetings or hearings with Advocates,
or on their behalf, and document actions taken
X
in CAMS
Remind Advocates of report due dates
X
Assist with CAMS and how to do the report in
X
the system
Review, edit and approve Advocate’s draft
X
court reports
Provide Advocates with supportive case
oversight on case issues and sharing available
X
community resources
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Communicate with Program Coordinator to
discuss Advocates supervised, case
developments, etc.
Notify Program Coordinator of Advocate’s
training needs
Consult with Program Coordinator regarding
assigned Advocate’s performance
Add input for Advocate and own annual
mutual performance review
Schedule coverage for Coach unavailability;
contact Program Coordinator timely regarding
coverage issues
Participate in training/networking
opportunities with other Coaches
Provide networking opportunities for
Advocates

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Documenting the Coach’s Work in CAMS
Coaches document their time, miles and coaching activities in CAMS as well as entering
Administrative Notes that include:
1. # of contacts they had with each Advocate
2. Major issues with a CASA Advocate and/or case
3. What they have done to address the issue(s)
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Coach Attributes, Competencies and Skills
Communication

✓

Speaks clearly and persuasively in positive or negative situations
Listens and asks questions for clarification
Responds well to questions
Participates in meetings
Writes clearly and informatively
Edits work for spelling and grammar
Varies writing style to meet needs
Able to read and interpret written information

Cultural Humility

✓

Identifies biases and maintains efforts to improve upon cultural
sensitivity and cultural responsiveness in striving to become a
culturally competent Advocate, Coach, and team member of the
Child Advocacy Board.

Customer Service

✓

Manages difficult or emotional CASA situations
Responds promptly to CASA Advocate needs
Solicits CASA Advocate feedback to improve service

Delegation

✓

Delegates and monitors work assignments for CASA Advocates
Gives authority to work independently
Sets expectations
Provides recognition for results

Dependability

✓

Follows instructions
Responds to Coordinator direction
Takes Responsibility for own actions
Keeps Commitments
Completes tasks timely or notifies appropriate person with an alternate
plan
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Experience

✓

Previous experience as an Advocate with the CASA program
Coordinator believes an individual without prior experience could be a
Coach

Initiative

✓

Volunteers to undertake self-development activities
Looks for and takes advantage of opportunities
Asks for and offers help when needed

Lifelong Learner

✓

Seeks ways to continuously improve
Attends development activities
Grasps every opportunity to learn

Motivation

✓

Drive to support the CASA program, the Advocate and the children we
serve

Professionalism

✓

Follows through on commitments
Approaches others in a tactful manner
Reacts well under pressure
Treats others with respect and consideration
Accepts responsibility for own actions

Teamwork

✓

Gives and welcomes feedback
Contributes to building a positive team spirit
Puts success of team above own interests
Is able to build morale and group commitments to goals and objectives
Supports everyone's efforts to succeed

Problem Solving

✓

Identifies and resolves problems in a timely manner
Gathers and analyzes information skillfully
Develops alternative solutions
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Planning/Organizing

✓

Prioritizes and plans work activities
Uses time efficiently
Sets goals and objectives
Assists CASA Advocates with organizing their tasks

Interpersonal Skills

✓

Focuses on solving conflict, not blaming
Listens to others without interrupting
Keeps emotions under control
Remains open to constructive feedback and others’ ideas

Organizational Support

✓

Follows policies and procedures
Supports the organization's goals and values
Supports and respects diversity
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CASA Coordinator, Coach and Advocate Task Lists
Recruitment
Coordinator
Assess need for volunteers for
locale, diversity, rates of
abuse/placement
Develop or locate recruitment
materials
Ensure placement of materials
Arrange for payment of, if
necessary
Speak with interested individuals
Accept Applications
Set up Volunteer in CAMS

Coach
Promote the CASA Program

Advocate
Promote the CASA Program

•

Tell friends and family

•

Tell friends and family

•
•

On Social Media
In organizations

•
•

On Social Media
In organizations

•

At work

•

At work

On-boarding and Pre-Service Training
Coordinator
Schedule, conduct and document
interview with prospective
Advocate

Coach
Attend Module 6 training or
Swearing-In Ceremony to meet
Advocate if requested by
Coordinator

Advocate
Participate in all on-boarding
and training activities

Send in background checks
Conduct reference checks
Upload needed documents to
CAMS volunteer Face Sheet
Register trainee for pre-Service
training
Conduct Module 2 training and
ensure evaluations are
completed
Ensure Modules 1 and 3
independent study are
completed
Ensure attendance at Modules 4
&5
Conduct Module 6 training and
ensure evaluations are
completed
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Schedule time for trainee to
observe court
Ensure new Advocate has EDMS
and CAMS accounts
Schedule and conduct SwearingIn Ceremony with Court
Case Assignment
Coordinator
Facilitate case assignment
meeting for new Coach and new
Advocate
Attend case assignment meeting
for newer Coach and new
Advocate, if necessary
Create Case in CAMS
Ensure Advocate and Coach sign
Notice of Acceptance
Upload NOA to CAMS; add
Advocate and Coach to the case.
Link both Coach and Advocate to
case in EDMS

Coach
Be present and participatory at Case
Assignment meeting

Advocate
Be present and participatory
at Case Assignment meeting

Receive initial discovery documents
and review with Advocate

Receive initial discovery
documents and review with
Coach
Complete Advocate Case
Action Form
Sign Notice of Acceptance

Assist Advocate in completion of
Advocate Case Action Form
Sign Notice of Acceptance
Participate in the Advocate’s first
meeting with child or family, if
requested.
Check CAMS to ensure first Child
Assessments are completed for each
child within 60 days.

Schedule times to meet with
the child(ren) and case parties
Attend first visit with child and
other case parties.
Document visits in CAMS.
Within 60 days, complete
Child Assessment on each
child in CAMS.

On-going Case Management
Coordinator
Read and approve monthly
updates
Approve face-to-face visit
exemptions
Add Interested Parties
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Coach
Inform Coordinator of new
interested parties needing to be
added
Remind Advocates of monthly
update completion
Coach editing process of Court
Report

Advocate
Visit assigned child every 30
days
Visit family and other case
parties as necessary
Monitor court orders to
ensure child and parents
receive ordered services
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Send reminders for monthly
updates

Submit Advocate’s final version of
the report to the Coordinator

Review and submit reports

Monitor CAMS for Advocate
completion of Child Assessments.

File Reports on EDMS

Collect information from case
parties and others who are
serving the child
Enter case notes including
hours and miles into CAMS
Let Coordinator know of any
new case parties so they can
be entered as parties.
Complete monthly update at
the end of each month
Monitor CAMS for important
dates and tasks
Enter child assessments in
CAMS 30 days before hearing
or every six months to gauge
progress
Complete CASA Report to the
Court in CAMS for each
hearing.

On-going Training
Coordinator
Ensure new Advocates receive
first year curriculum training

Coach
Monitor Advocate’s progress on
cases to help determine if the
Advocate needs additional training.
Participate in 12 hours in-service
training annually

Ensure all Advocates receive
nationally required in-service
training
Ensure all Advocates receive 12
Enter “Self-found” training into
hours in-service training per year. CAMS for Coordinator approval, if
necessary
Assess each Advocate in relation Complete training evaluations in
to their case for training needs
CAMS
Deliver case-specific training
topics based on assessed need
Enter training due for completion
and training completed in CAMS
Track training evaluation
completion in CAMS
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Participate in 12 hours inservice training annually
Enter “Self-found” training
into CAMS for Coordinator
approval, if necessary
Complete training evaluations
in CAMS
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NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE & CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
for CASA Advocate and CASA Coach/Coordinator
CHILD(REN)’S NAME

JVJV

I, _____________________(Advocate’s name), a certified volunteer of the Iowa Court
Appointed Special Advocate Program, accept appointment as the Court Appointed Special
Advocate (CASA) in this cause.
●

I will visit the above mentioned child(ren) a minimum of once per month.

●

I will provide a monthly advocate report to my CASA Coach/Coordinator on this case.

●

I will submit a written court report to the Coach/Coordinator as defined by local office
protocol.

I, ____________________(Coach’s name), a certified volunteer of the Iowa Court Appointed
Special Advocate Program, accept appointment as the assigned Volunteer Coach in this cause.
●

I will provide day to day support and guidance to the assigned Advocate.

●

I have completed specialized training for this role.

For Advocate and Coach/Coordinator:
● I will perform all responsibilities assigned to me until termination of the jurisdiction of the
Court or discharge by the Court.
●

I will maintain any information received from any source as confidential and will not
disclose the same except pursuant to the provisions of 217.30, 228.6, subsection 1,
sections 232.147, 235A.15, 237.21, 600.16 and 600.16A and to the assigned juvenile
court officer(s), the assigned DHS caseworker(s), parties to the case and their attorneys
or in reports to the Court.

●

I will make an oral report to the CASA Coordinator if I believe that any child with whom I
have been in contact has been abused as defined in 232.68(2), Code of Iowa, 2015.

____________________________________________________________________________
CASA Advocate Signature

Print Name

Date

____________________________________________________________________________

CASA Coach or Coordinator Signature
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Advocate Case Action Plan
Child’s Name

Date of Birth

Next Court Hearing:

Type of Hearing:

CASA Report Due to Court:

Draft CASA Report to
Coach/Coordinator:

JVJV#

Permanency Goal: (identify goal)

Check the boxes below as noted in the Case Permanency Plan (CPP). These show areas that
need to be alleviated for safe case closure. Next, look at the CPP Action Steps for each goal
to help plan your investigation. These steps can help you decide who you might need to
interview or where you can go to gather information.
Child Well-Being (Identify the strengths or needs that impact the safety of the child, the well-being for

the child and family, and permanency for the child)
☐ Child’s Mental Health

☐ School Performance

☐ Relationship with Caregiver(s)

☐ Child’s Behavior

☐ Motivation/Cooperation to stay

☐ Relationship with siblings

☐ Relationship with peers

with family

For each checked box, write a sentence or two to identify the specific need:

Identify 1-2 questions you have for the child(ren)’s well-being. Who can you
interview to obtain the answers to your questions?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Parental Capabilities (Identify the strengths or needs that impact the safety of the child, the well-being

for the child and family, and permanency for the child)
☐ Supervision of Children

☐ Disciplinary Practices

☐ Developmental/enrichment

☐ Mental Health

☐ Physical Health

☐ Use of drugs/alcohol

For each checked box, write a sentence or two to identify the specific need:

Identify needs of the parent(s):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify 1-2 questions you have for parental capabilities. Who can you interview
to obtain the answers to your questions?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Family Safety (Identify the strengths or needs that impact the safety of the child, the well-being for the

child and family, and permanency for the child)
☐ Physical abuse of child

☐ Sexual abuse of child

☐ Neglect of child

☐ Domestic violence

☐ Emotional abuse of child

For each checked box, write a sentence or two to identify the specific need:
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Identify 1-2 questions you have for family safety. Who can you interview to obtain
the answers to your questions?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Family Interactions (Identify the strengths or needs that impact the safety of the child, the well-being

for the child and family, and permanency for the child)
☐ Bonding with child

☐ Expectations of child

☐ Mutual support within family

☐ Relationship between
parent/caregivers

For each checked box, write a sentence or two to identify the specific need:

Identify 1-2 questions you have for family interactions. Who can you interview to
obtain the answers to your questions?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Home Environment (Identify the strengths or needs that impact the safety of the child, the well-being

for the child and family, and permanency for the child)
☐ Housing stability

☐ Safety in community

☐ Habitability

☐ Food/Nutrition

☐ Financial management

☐ Personal hygiene

☐ Transportation

☐ Learning environment

☐ Income/employment

For each checked box, write a sentence or two to identify the specific need:
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Identify 1-2 questions you have for home environment. Who can you interview to
obtain the answers to your questions?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Based on the needs identified in the case permanency plan, list some key issues
in this case that you may want additional training:
1.
2.
3.
Initial Action Steps I will take to further investigate the case:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Additional questions I have as I get started:
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CONSENT TO OBTAIN INFORMATION

SPECIFIC TO HEALTH-RELATED INFORMATION
Client Name:

______________________________________________________________________

Client Date of Birth: __________________________________________________________________
I, (client/parent/guardian) _________________________________, authorize the Court Appointed
Special Advocate (CASA) Program and the CASA, __________________________________, to obtain
health-related information from:

____________________________________________________________________________________
(Name or title of Individual or Organization)
(Provide at least one of the following where release should be sent: address, phone number, fax number
or email address)
The information requested includes:
☐ Duration and or Summary of Program Involvement
☐ Discharge Information
☐ Social/Psycho-Social Information
☐ Medical history/Physical Exam/Lab results
☐ Dental records
☐ Drug use history
☐ Drug analysis testing results
☐ Evaluation, Assessment, Recommendations and Treatment Plan
☐ Psychiatric records, medication management and other psychiatric services provided
☐ Psychological records, testing results and services provided
☐ Other (identify):
The purpose for this request for information is to:
☐ Determine parent involvement in their own treatment and services
☐ Facilitate significant other involvement in client treatment
☐ Obtain corroboration/verification of client's reported history and behavior
☐ Facilitate legal representation regarding
__________________________________________________________________________________
(Names of children adjudicated CINA)

NOTE: If the information includes mental health treatment, substance abuse treatment or HIV-related
information it will not be released unless the patient agrees to the release on the reverse side of this
form.
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SECTION II. SPECIAL RELEASE
I specifically authorize the release of:
☐ Mental Health records
☐ Substance Abuse records
☐ HIV/AIDS information

Initial _____
Initial _____
Initial _____

Federal and/or State law specifically require that any disclosure or REDISCLOSURE of substance abuse,
alcohol or drug, mental health, or AIDS-related information must be accompanied by the following
written statement:
This information has been disclosed to you from records protected by Federal confidentiality
rules (42 CFR Part 2). The Federal rules prohibit you from making any further disclosure of this
information unless further disclosure is expressly permitted by the written consent of the
person to whom it pertains or as otherwise permitted by 42 CFR Part 2. A general authorization
for the release of medical or other information in NOT sufficient for this purpose. The Federal
rules restrict any use of information to criminally investigate or prosecute any alcohol or drug
abuse patient.
See also Chapter 228 and Chapter 141A of the Iowa Code and other applicable laws.
If mental health information is being disclosed, I acknowledge receipt of a copy of this Authorization.
I, (client/parent/guardian) __________________________________ , allow the Court Appointed Special
Advocate Program to obtain the above health-related information and use the information in reports to
the Court and to facilitate my program involvement. I may revoke this consent at any time by supplying
a written request to revoke (except where actions have already been taken on the basis of this consent).
If I do not revoke this consent, this document will be null and void 60 days after the dismissal of Juvenile
Court or one year from the date of signature.
________________________________________________
Signature of Client or Parent/Guardian of Minor Client

_______________________________
Date

________________________________________________
Printed Name

_______________________________
Relationship to Client

________________________________________________
Witness Signature

_______________________________
Date
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CONSENT TO OBTAIN INFORMATION

TO BE USED TO ACCESS ALL OTHER NON-HEALTH-RELATED INFORMATION

Client Name: _____________________________________________________
Client Date of Birth: _______________________________________________
I, _________________________________authorize the Court Appointed Special Advocate Program and
(Client name)
CASA _____________________________________________to obtain the following information from:
(CASA name)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_________ (Name or Title of Person or Organization, address & phone)
The information that is being requested includes:
• Initial Assessment
• Duration of Program Involvement/Summary of Program Involvement/Discharge Information
• Social History
• Legal History
• Name, Address, SS Number
• Drug Analysis Testing Results
• Financial History
• Employment Records/School Records
• Evaluation, Recommendations and Treatment Plan
• Other: ____________________________________
The purpose for this request for information is to:
• Determine parent involvement in their own treatment and services
• Facilitate significant other involvement in client treatment
• Obtain corroboration/verification of client’s reported history & behavior
• Facilitate legal representation regarding:
____________________________________________________________
(Names of Children Adjudicated CINA)
I, (client/parent/guardian) _________________________________ , allow the Court Appointed Special Advocate
Program to obtain the above information and use the information in reports to the Court and to facilitate my
program involvement. I may revoke this consent at any time by supplying a written request to revoke (except
where actions have already been taken on the basis of this consent). If I do not revoke this consent, this document
will be null and void 60 days after the dismissal of Juvenile Court or one year from the date of signature.
______________________________________________________________________________________
Client/Parent/Guardian Signature
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Direct Examination – Sample Questions
Know the answer to these questions before going to court. The attorneys will most likely ask
similar questions. Also refer to CASA Advocate Pre-Service training.
Personal Background
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

State your name.
How are you involved in this case?
When were you appointed as the CASA Advocate in this case?
As an Advocate, what are your responsibilities as a CASA?
What training have you received to hold this Advocate position? What topics/how
many hours? Are there additional trainings you receive on an ongoing basis?
Do you work outside the home? Where do you work? How long have you worked
there? What is your title? What are your duties?
What is your educational background?

Referral/Investigation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Who made the referral to the CASA Office?
Have you had contact with the parties on this case? Specifically when? Where?
Has a parent, family member or child provided an explanation of what happened?
What was their explanation?
Do you have an opinion about the alleged abuse/neglect? What is that opinion?
(Correct answer: “It is not my role to determine whether the abuse happened or
not, but to trust the Court’s finding on the allegations.”

Placement and Services
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Where were the children placed? Are they there now? Any problems? Have they
had physical exams? Mental exams? (Know the dates and length of time in
placement.)
Have you visited the home? Would you please describe the living conditions? (Be
specific and descriptive in your testimony.)
In your opinion, how are the children doing in foster care? What indications have you
seen to base that opinion on?
To your knowledge, that the children had physical exams? Mental exams? Have the
parents attended those appointments?
Has the parent complied with the family plan of service? In what ways? If not, please
describe.
Are you familiar with the court orders and Department’s recommendations? Are you
in agreement with them? Do you have any additional recommendations you would
like to add? (Refer to the CASA Report to highlight any differences or additions.)
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Relatives
1.
2.

Do you know if any relatives have been contacted? Did you contact them?
What is your understanding as to the results of those contacts?

Visitation
1.
2.
3.

Have the parents visited the child? Frequently? Where? When?
Did you attend these visitations?
What was your observation about the interactions between the child and parents?

Parents
1.
2.
3.

Do you know if the parents make any child support payments or provide any
financial support?
Have they given the child gifts, sent letters, made calls to the child?
When you have visited the home, does it appear appropriate for the children?

Recommendations
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Did you have a recommendation for the court? What is your recommendation?
What is the basis of your recommendation?
Based on your knowledge of this case, do you think it would be in the best interest of
this child to?
Did you discuss with parents a plan to return the children to the home? Be specific
as to who discussed this with parents, or where it was discussed (e.g. FTDM, DHS
staffing, with child’s attorney asking the questions, etc.
What is your understanding of the agency’s plan for the child? Are you in agreement
with that plan?
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SAMPLE LINE OF QUESTIONING FOR CPP DOMAINS
Each child and situation is different. Here are a few possible questions you could ask depending on which
boxes are checked for each domain. These are just samples to help get you started; not all of the
questions will be pertinent for each area in a domain. If boxes are identified as needs, please make sure
that each domain is addressed during the course of the review.
NEEDS OF THE FAMILY IDENTIFIED IN CASE PLAN (LQ should check off the needs identified
in the most recent case plan for each of these domains. X or N=Need; S=Strength) Information should be
provided by the interested parties on how the needs are being met.
CHILD WELL-BEING DOMAIN:
☐Child’s mental health

☐School performance

☐Child’s behavior

☐Motivation/co-op w/family ☐Relationship w/sibling(s)

☐Relationship w/caregiver

☐Relationship w/peers
1. Child’s mental health – Is the child receiving individual mental health counseling? How often
does the child see a mental health counselor/therapist? Does the child exhibit any changes in
demeanor before or after sessions? Is the child taking medication? Does the child feel that the
medication is helpful? How often are the meds being reviewed? Could the child learn to manage
his/her behaviors without medication? If funding for mental health counseling is an issue or there
isn’t an available therapist who accepts Title XIX patients, what are the alternatives for this child
to receive mental health counseling? What steps need to occur in order to get that started?
2. Child’s behavior – What specific behaviors are of concern at this time? What services are being
offered to address behavioral issues? How often does the service provider meet with the child?
What specific issues are being addressed during those sessions? Has information been given to
the parents to help them provide appropriate discipline or tips for how to handle negative
behaviors? Are parents receptive to the information, do they demonstrate skills during visits?
How do the foster parents handle these situations?
3. Relationship w/ peers – What specific concerns are there in regard to peer relationships? What is
being done to address this concern? Has the child made any progress with improving peer
relationships? Is the child involved in any extracurricular activities at school or in the
community? How does the child interact with peers in that setting?
4. School performance – Determine what the concerns are: truancy, poor grades, lack of
motivation to complete assignments, learning disability, behavioral disorder, etc. Does the child
have an IEP? If so, when was the last one completed? What special accommodations are being
made to assist the child in the learning environment? What is being done to address these issues?
Has there been any improvement in this area? Have the parents stayed in communication with the
school personnel?
5. Motivation w/ family – Can an interested party explain or describe what the specific concern is
in regard to motivation and/or cooperation within the family? What services are being offered to
address this issue? Is the service provider or therapist working on this issue? If so, is any
progress noted? If not, when does the service provider plan to integrate this concern into the
services being offered?
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6. Relationship w/ caregiver – How would you define the relationship (child) has with the primary
caregiver at this time? What are the major concerns with their relationship? Are any services
being offered to address relationship issues?
7. Relationship w/ sibling(s) – What are the major concerns with the sibling relationship? What
services are being offered to address these issues? How often are the services being provided? Is
the child receptive to information provided by the worker? What does the (child) specifically
need to work on to improve his/her relationship? Is there any improvement in this area?
PARENTAL CAPABILITIES DOMAIN:
☐Supervision of children
☐Disciplinary practices

☐Development/enrichment

☐Mental health

☐Use of drugs/alcohol

☐Physical health

1. Supervision of children – Is progress being made in this area? Has the parent accepted
responsibility for lack of supervision in the past? What services are being offered to address this
issue? Is the parent(s) receptive to services? Do they demonstrate skills taught to them? Is the
parent(s) providing appropriate supervision during visitation? Are there any potential long-term
concerns regarding this issue (i.e. Parent’s work schedule when child returns to the home.)?
2. Mental Health – Has the parent had a mental health evaluation? If not and it is court-ordered,
why hasn’t the parent followed through with this? Is the parent(s) receiving mental health
treatment? If no, why not? If so, how often? Is the parent(s) keeping appointments and
cooperative with the therapist? Does the parent believe that the counseling is beneficial? If lack of
funding is a concern, what alternatives are available to assist the parent? Is the parent(s) taking
any medication? If yes, is the parent taking it consistently? If no but has a prescription, why isn’t
the parent taking the medication? When was the last medication review? Again, if funding is a
problem in regard to purchasing recommended medication, what other resources are available for
the parent to meet this need?
3. Disciplinary practices – What are the specific concerns with discipline? Is the parent
cooperating with skill development services to learn appropriate forms of discipline? Has the
parent demonstrated an understanding of age appropriate discipline to use with the child/ren?
What needs to be done in order to have improvement in this area of concern?
4. Physical health – What is the status of the parent’s health? Is the parent receiving medical
treatment? Do the parent’s health problems prohibit them from having the child/ren return to their
custody?
5. Development/enrichment – (Similar to learning environment in the Home Environment
Domain) What services are being offered to help the parent understand age appropriate activities
and skills for the child? Does the parent have a good understanding of child development? Is the
parent receptive to services? Does the parent have age appropriate toys and books for the child?
What needs to be done for there to be improvement in this area?
6. Use of drugs/alcohol – Has the parent had a substance abuse evaluation? If no, why not? If yes,
were there any follow-up recommendations for treatment? If yes, has the parent followed through
with attending and cooperating with treatment? If the parent is complying and continues to
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comply with substance abuse treatment, is there a known time frame of when the parent will have
completed the treatment? Is the parent attending AA/NA or any other support group for
addiction?
FAMILY SAFETY DOMAIN:
☐Physical abuse of child

☐Sexual abuse of child

☐Neglect of child

☐Domestic violence

☐Emotional abuse /child

1. Typically, this is the basis for the foster care placement. Physical abuse of child – has the child
needed any counseling in relation to the physical abuse that has occurred? If yes, how often is the
child seeing a counselor? Have there been any other incidents? If there was severe abuse, the
child may have medical appointments – you will want to ask questions about medical
appointments.
a. is the child getting to the appointments? Is there any special medical care that the parents
need to be aware of? Are they learning how to appropriately care for the child? If the
parent was the perpetrator, has he/she taken ownership for what happened, or does he/she
deny it? If it was another caregiver that the parent left the child with, does the parent
understand that he/she cannot leave their child with that person? Is the parent still in a
relationship with the perpetrator? If the perpetrator is unknown, what steps are being
taken to ensure the child’s safety at all times?
2. Neglect of child – have parent(s) taken ownership for the incident that led to removal? Determine
if neglect is from leaving the child with inappropriate caretaker, leaving the child alone, or not
providing proper supervision for the child.
a. Inappropriate caretaker – what plan has been developed to ensure that the child is not left
with inappropriate individuals? Is parent cooperating with DHS expectations in regard to
this issue?
b. Leaving the child alone – what plan has been developed to ensure that the child is not left
unattended by the parent? What daycare options are available to the parents? What
support people does the parent have in their life? Is the parent cooperating with DHS
expectations in regard to this issue?
c. Not providing proper supervision for the child (this is different than leaving the child
alone; typically, this is seen when parents are using drugs around the child or are present
in the home when an injury occurs to the child due to the parents’ negligence) – what
steps have been taken to ensure proper supervision of the child? Is the parent cooperating
with DHS expectations in regard to this issue?
3. Sexual abuse of child – (note: this will depend on the age of the child and nature of the abuse) Is
the child receiving individual therapy to address his/her victimization? If yes, how often? Are
there any concerns noted in the child’s behavior or demeanor prior to or following a session? If
yes, what is being done to help the child cope? Has the child had any contact with the
perpetrator?
4. Domestic violence – Have the parents received counseling regarding this issue? If yes, how is it
going? What progress or concerns remain regarding this issue? What, if any, services have been
made available to the child to help him/her cope?
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5. Emotional abuse/child – What was the nature of the abuse? What has been done to help the
child cope with the emotional abuse? Has the person responsible for the emotional abuse received
services? What progress or concerns remain regarding this issue?
FAMILY INTERACTIONS DOMAIN:
☐Bonding with child
☐Expectations of child

☐Mutual support w/in family

☐Relationship between parent/caregivers
1. Bonding with child – How often are visits occurring? Is the child bonded to the parent(s)? If yes,
what changes have occurred to demonstrate that a bond is being formed between the child and
parent? If no, what needs to occur to address this issue?
2. Relationship between parent/caregivers – What is the current status of the relationship between
the parent and the child’s caregiver(s)? What is being done to address this issue? What needs to
occur for progress to be seen with this issue?

3. Expectations of child – What is the status of this concern? Is the parent receptive to services to
address this concern? If no, what needs to occur in order to alleviate this concern? If yes, what
progress has been demonstrated by the parent(s)?
4. Mutual support w/in family – Describe the concerns related to this issue? Are any services
being provided to address this issue with the parent(s)? If yes, what progress is being made in this
area? If no, what needs to occur in order to alleviate this concern?
HOME ENVIRONMENT DOMAIN:
☐Housing stability
☐Safety in community

☐Habitability

☐Food/nutrition

☐Financial management

☐Personal hygiene

☐Transportation

☐Learning environment

☐Income/employment

1. Housing stability – Does the parent have a suitable residence at the time of the review? If no,
what is being done by the parent to obtain suitable housing? Does the parent qualify for housing
assistance?
2. Food/nutrition – Has the parent learned appropriate food/nutrition for the child? Is any progress
being made in this area? What does the parent need to work on in regard to this area of concern?
3. Transportation – Does the parent have a valid driver’s license? If no, what needs to be done to
obtain a license? Has the parent obtained a vehicle of his/her own? If no, how does the parent get
from place to place? What plan does the parent have in place in case of an emergency if the
child/ren is with them?
4. Safety in community – What is the specific issue with this concern? What is being done to
address it? What resources and supports does the parent have to help them ensure the child’s
safety in the community?
5. Financial management – Are finances still a concern? If the parent does not work, what
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resources does the parent have? How will the parent provide for the child’s basic needs? Does the
parent qualify for food stamps, SSI, daycare assistance, have other resources?
6. Learning environment – (Similar to Development/enrichment in the Parental Capabilities
Domain) What services are being offered to help the parent understand the importance of
learning? Is the parent receptive to services? Does the parent have age appropriate toys and books
for the child? Does the parent engage the child in play and incorporate learning skills? What
needs to be done for there to be improvement in this area?
7. Habitability - Are there any safety concerns in the residence that need to be addressed? If yes,
what is being done to address those?
8. Personal hygiene – What are the specific concerns? What is being done to address this area of
need? Does the parent demonstrate an ability to maintain their own hygiene? Does the parent
appropriately care for the children’s hygiene?
9. Income/employment – Is the parent currently working? If no, what has the parent done to secure
employment? If yes, how many hours is the parent working? Does the parent have benefits
through their employer?
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USING PROTECTIVE FACTORS TO HELP IDENTIFY RELEVANT
STRENGTHS
Parental Resilience
•
•
•
•
•
•

Caregiver exhibits self-awareness around issues that lead to stress, anger, depression or other emotional
states that might impair his/her caregiving abilities
Caregiver has self-awareness around aspects of the relationship/interactions with the child that he/she
finds challenging
Caregiver has effective self-care strategies already in place for when life feels overwhelming or stressful
Caregiver is able to clearly articulate things he/she enjoys most about each child and about caregiving
Caregiver is willing to engage in structured activities that enhance feelings of connection with the child
Caregiver utilizes proactive self-care strategies to address triggering situations

Knowledge of Parenting and Child Development
•
•
•

Caregiver has a trustworthy source for parenting information that he/she is comfortable turning to when
parenting feels overwhelming
Caregiver has interest and curiosity around learning more about parenting and about his/her child as an
individual
Caregiver is interested in and willing to try out new parenting strategies

Social Connections
•
•
•

Caregiver has a friend or family member who he/she trusts as a confidante or ally and who is willing to play
a specific role in supporting the caregiver
Caregiver has a trusted friend or family member who can take an active supporting role and is willing to
play a specific role in maintaining the child’s safety
Caregiver is active in community organizations or social groups that:
o Provide alternatives to behavior(s) that may be contributing to child welfare issues
o Connect families to community supports that help address the issue(s) that originally brought the
family into contact with the child welfare system

Concrete Support in Times of Need
•
•
•
•

Caregiver knows how to access services or supports
Caregiver is connected to friends or other individuals who can support his/her service navigation
Caregiver is comfortable advocating for him/herself and the child
Caregiver is able to articulate concrete needs

Social and Emotional Competence of Children
•
•
•
•
•
•

Caregiver provides warm and consistent responses to the child
Caregiver engages in activities with the child that support social emotional development
Child exhibits age-appropriate ability to express emotions
Child has a strong bond with the caregiver
Child has a strong bond with another adult
Child has a strong bond with siblings or other children
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USING PROTECTIVE FACTORS AS A LENS TO MONITOR PROGRESS
TOWARD CASE CLOSURE
CASA Advocate name

Date last updated ______________

Family name
Just as we monitor other aspects of case progress, we also want to stay attuned to changes in
the family’s protective factors. In the end, as families transition out of their engagement with the
child welfare system, we want to be able to demonstrate that:
•
•
•

The family made progress on their own protective factor goals
The family can reliably draw upon their protective factors in ways that help prevent a
repeat of the issues that brought them in contact with the system
The family has a plan in place for continuing to build their protective factors
once they are no longer involved with the system

The chart below can be used in multiple ways, including:
•
•
•
•

In early engagement with caregivers to discuss and agree on the type of growth in
protective factors that could be used to indicate progress
In family team meetings or other conversations with partners who are also supporting the family
To help staff in documenting growth in family strengths for court reports and other case progress
reports
To support decisions about case closure

The form below includes possible indicators of family progress, with room for your notes.

Questions
to ask

Indicators of change as framed by protective factors
Strengthened Parental Resilience
 Improved problem-solving skills
 Better able to cope with stress/does not allow stress to impact parenting
 Self-care strategies in place

Social and Emotional Competence of Children
 Caregiver is emotionally responsive to the child(ren)
 Caregiver has created an environment in which the child(ren) demonstrates a sense
of safety to express his/her emotions
 Caregiver separates emotions from actions
 Caregiver provokes age-appropriate social-emotional responses
and encourages/reinforces social skills
 Caregiver creates opportunities for the child(ren) to explore and solve problems

Has
caregiver
functioning
acceptably
improved?

Other Indicators and Notes
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Questions
to ask

Indicators of change as framed by protective factors
Strengthened Parental Resilience



Improved help-seeking behavior
Receiving mental health or substance abuse services as needed

Enhanced Social Connections





Caregiver has
Caregiver has
Caregiver has
Caregiver has

supportive relationships
a network he/she can turn to for help
relationship-building skills
increased their willingness to reach out and has accepted assistance

Has
caregiver’s
willingness
and ability Concrete Supports
to reach out 
Caregiver is open to accessing and using services
Caregiver has enhanced skills in accessing supports when needed
to others in 
times of
Other Indicators and Notes
need
changed?

Knowledge of Parenting and Child Development






Does the
caregiver
have
realistic
expectations
for the
child(ren)?






Caregiver is more confident in his/her parenting skills
Caregiver has a new appreciation for his/her nurturing role
Caregiver has developed a balance between parenting and self-care
Caregiver better understands/encourages healthy development
Caregiver better understands/employs age-appropriate responses to the child(ren)’s
behaviors
Child(ren) responds more positively to the caregiver’s approach
Caregiver is effectively linked to early childhood resources
Caregiver is involved in the child(ren)’s early childhood activities
Caregiver understands the child(ren)’s special needs and how best to meet those needs

Social and Emotional Competence of Children




Caregivers sets clear and age-appropriate expectations/limits
Caregiver has created an environment in which the child(ren) can safely express his or
her emotions
Caregiver is emotionally responsive to the child(ren)

Other Indicators and Notes
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CASA Report Quality Assessment Tool for Advocates and Coaches
This tool is similar to what your Coordinator uses when assessing quality
advocacy through the CASA Report. As an Advocate or Coach, you can use this
tool as a checklist to ensure that adequate information is contained in each
Report to the Court.
Report Basics: Assesses overall readability and lends itself to credibility of the report
and the Advocate’s professionalism.
Children, Parents and other parties Information - Assessment Section of the
report addresses the types of information an Advocate may have gathered in their
Investigation role. This type of information is important because it provides the basis for
strengths, concerns and eventually recommendations.
Strengths and Concerns Section shows an Advocate’s critical thought process about
the case. The Advocate is able to take gathered information and demonstrate how it
impacts the family’s protective and risk factors.
Recommendations Section shows the Advocate’s ability to deduce what is in the best
interest of the child and the family based on the strengths and concerns identified.
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✓

Report Basics
1. Use the format in P & P Manual/CAMS?
2. Dated one week or more prior to the court hearing?
3. Free of Spelling Errors? If errors are found, enter the corresponding number of errors in the
No Column. 1 to 3 spelling errors = 1; 4 to 5 errors = 2; 6 or more errors = 3
4. Free of Grammatical errors? If errors are found, enter the corresponding number of errors in
the No Column. 1 to 3 grammatical errors = 1; 4 to 5 errors = 2; 6 or more errors = 3
5. Avoids technical jargon?
6. Report has two or fewer errors where abbreviations or acronyms are not explained (or spelled
out) the first time they are used in the report?
7. Maintains the same first or third person, active voice throughout the report?

✓

Child Information
8. Report narrates the following for Each Child in Each Report: (text in italics denotes a key
concept that could be included)
--Family Visitation – Ideas for information to narrate in the report include visitation with parents,
visitation with siblings (if applicable) and the adequacy (number and type) of visits for the child’s
wellbeing
--Information on Placement (if child has been removed) – Ideas for information to narrate in the
report: information from the child on their placement (if age appropriate); information from
caregiver on the status of the child’s placement and progress; observable information on the
child’s bond and acceptance of caregiver; stability of the placement; special environmental needs
of the placement, adoption preference of the child’s current placement or other work towards a
concurrent plan and/or permanency.
--Educational or Early Childhood Needs – Ideas for information to narrate in the report: child’s
current grade or child care arrangement; location of child’s school or day care provider; child’s
teacher, principal or main contact with the school if child is school age; Child’s caregiver, ISFP
provider, Head Start/Early Head Start or preschool teacher, if child is 0-5; the child’s grades;
narration about academic success or information about the child’s skills from day care provider;
reference to IEP or ISFP.
9. Consider the type of hearing for which this report was prepared. If this information is
appropriate for the hearing, does the report reference:
-- Medical Information – Ideas for information to include in the report: information on
immunizations; date of latest physical or well-child appointment and any concerns noted; date of
last dental appointment and any concerns noted; medication taken by the child for physical health
needs; referrals for specialty medical services if needed; child’s health insurance status.
--Child Mental Health/Trauma/Substance Abuse – Ideas for information to narrate in the report:
date of most recent mental health assessment; date of most recent substance abuse
assessment; either of these assessments needed to occur and have not taken place and why;
medication for mental health needs (Does not need to list type of medication, dosage, etc.);
statement referencing trauma and whether services use a trauma-informed approach.
--Transitional Needs (age 14 and above) if applicable – Ideas for information to narrate in the
report: any transitional services offered/received; additional transitional services needed by the
youth.
--Child’s Wishes if age-appropriate – Ideas for information to narrate in the report: information
on what the child would like to see happen in the case and what the child would like to tell the
Judge.
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✓

Parent/family information
10. Consider the type of hearing for which this report was prepared. If this information is
appropriate for the hearing, does the report reference:
Parental Protective and Risk Factors: -- Ideas for information to narrate in the report:
employment – or other source of income; housing – is it adequate to allow for reunification with
the children; housing stability; status of driver’s license (if applicable); status of transportation (if
applicable); family financial issues (if applicable); statement from providers on parent’s skill
development progress; statement from providers on parent’s quality and quantity of visitation; the
parent’s formal and informal support system.
Parental Health: -- Ideas for information to narrate in the report: health needs that would
impact successful parenting of the child; efforts made to address health needs; parental access to
health insurance.
Parental Mental Health/Substance Abuse/Domestic Violence/Other service needs (if
applicable) – Ideas for information to narrate in the report: information gathered about these
services OR narrates unsuccessful attempts to gather information (i.e. parent refused to sign
release, provider refused to provide information)

✓

Strengths/Concerns
11. The child (or children’s) strengths and concerns are listed first in each section?
12. For each for strength listed, is evidence of this strength provided in the body of the report?
13. For each for concern listed, is evidence of this concern provided in the body of the report?
14. Does the report identify strengths while still acknowledging that concerns are present for the
child and/or family? (report is strengths-based, but risk-aware)
15. Specifically, for transition services (if applicable): are the needed services being provided?
Strength or concern.
16. Specifically, for children who have been removed from their home for a period of time (if
applicable): is the concurrent plan for the child in place? Strength or concern.

✓

Recommendations
Report contains a recommendation about each of the following:
17. CINA Status – (be adjudicated, remain adjudicated, adjudication dismiss)
18. Placement recommendation
19. The recommendations for the child or children are listed first.
20. Include recommendations from identified concerns regarding child health, mental health,
education, placement, permanency, etc.
21. Specific recommendations for child age 14+ if applicable
22. Recommendation about family (parent and sibling) visitation.
23. Include recommendations from all identified concerns regarding parent health, mental health,
income, parents’ involvement in child’s education, housing and other important services (DV,
SA) (or there are no recommendations for …. at this time)
24. Does each recommendation have evidence in the body of the report and relate to a concern
or strength listed?
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